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INTRODUCTION

C.

The PPS Program fqr the training of new prOfessionals grew ailt,of
the ferment and activism of, thp.,sixVies, and 'was one response to the 'de-
niand madd by urban and minol.ity populations across the United States for
,more effective Ochicational services. The Piogram was origina$0.7 funded
for three years, with the time to be spent In training, stab: development
and educational' experimentation. The ultimate goal of the program was'to.
begin to, initiate the change that was; seen as necessary if speci!al popu-
Lations were to receive more effective edficational and pupil personnel
services.

In July, 1974, the Universitylof Pittsburgh,Counselor Education
Program, received a further giant from the United,States Office of Educe-
tion. The purpose of the grant was to disseminate the major structures
and processes identified'and developed during the previous three year PPS
project. The issues that were finally identified:and developed for dis-
semination through this final report are the following:

1. Program and Staff,Development
A. Philosophy.
B. Practical,Application

2. Universiy-Community Interaction
S. The Process of Counseling Supervision
4. The Process of Training Group Leaders

A. Theory
B. Practice

The Use of Expressive Media in the Training
of Counselors

The Necessity for Training Counselors in
Nonverbal Behavior,

7. Tne Triidic Supervision Process
8. Clinical Staffing ,4s an Evaluation Model

One issue that was iden4fied and his, prebent implicitly in all of the
above, thdugh not explicitly developed because of its ubiquious influence,
s that of piltural differences. DealIng with cultural differences is an
ssential aspcv of the PPS program design, and it represents perhaps the

significant philosophical distitiction wbetween thPPS program and
i forerunners, the NDEA institutes. The PPS pregTam was conceived and
implemented in a multicultural context, with input from the many popula-
tions it was ultimately designed to serve; and this concern for multicul-
turalism is evident .in all of tft materials in this'dissemination packagec

6
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The total Dissemination Package, then, is composed 9f two main
parts: a discussion of issues vplicitlyrelated to Center-Satellite
activities, and' a series of monographs "and manuals related to more gene-
ral training issues. The Report section, and each monograph and manual
haie been printed separately in order that interested persons May obtain
those parts of the package which are of immediate interest to them, with-
out having to be concerned with extraneous material.

4

The first part of this package, thejW2111 Rf,a'stAyltiesat the
Center and Satellrtes, is concerned with programs and program ---"-:-

mediately related to the Counselor Education progrpm at the University, of
Pittidiurgh, and its varticipating Satellite.institutiong. In,addition to

presenting materialrexplicitly related to the Wentified issues, it also
provides background material and a' brieroverview of the PPS Program from
its inception. The intent behind providing this additional information
is to supply a context within which-the training materials may appear
more clearly. This background material includes a brief discussion of
the NDEA Institutes. of the late, 19601s, which were the proving ground for
many of the values and practices that were later incorporated into the, PPS
model.

The Report section also incliides a description of some outdomes of
Center-Satellite interaction, as described in a dissemination colloquum
held in May of 1975; a briefoUtline of the phi-losophical assump4ons
underlying program and staff development at the University ofPittsburgh;

. and an in-depth description and analysis of the Doctoral -rogram in Coun-
sector Education.

With the PPS PrOjectls repe4ed emphasis on the 1,6'cessity for

training a new kind' of professional ,who will be capable, of Aproved,ser-
vize to s-ecial populatiOhs, this sequential presentation of philosophy,

,program, and concrete outcomes seems potentially useful in terms of pro-
viding a real-life referrent to the ideas presented. It is hoped that
educators concerned with the training of Pupil Personnel Service workers
will find this material helpful fof future program design activities.

, 1

Further, a reading of the outcomes resented at thq.dissemxnation
colloquium" points up to fact that the impact ofnthe PPS program was dif-
ferent in different educational and geographic cohtexts. This fact,

while partly related to differing opportunities for cooperatiire interac-
tion, must also be seen a4 a-Manifestation of the flexibility stressed by
the PPS Program design and philosophy4

The next section of theReport preseritS two examples of university-
,* community cooperation: one between-the University. of Pittsburgh and the

Home for Crippled,children; the other between the University of Pittsburgh
'Howard University, 'and Garnet,Patterson Junior High School in Washington, ,

D..C. The inclOsion of this material, again, is an attempt to provide con- %.

cret6,ihteraction models'that might be utilized for program developmea in

1V
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other cont©xtst.

The report section doncludes with a listing of materials developed
under the sopervision of Center faculty participants for dissemination;
Also included is information regarding how they may be obtained.

The second part of tRis Dissemination package wies.of mono-u
graphs-developed around specific issues'in Counselor,EducatioK., They pro-
vide insights and practical suggestions on a variety oftopics, and,a
great deal of effort, ir0:erms of research, reflection, and practical
class and worksh4 presentations, was expended on-their px'eparation. No
nographs\treat the issued of Supervision, Training of Group Leaders, Cr
ative Media, and Nonverbal Behavio.

The PPS Program provided ample opporillinity for experimeritation
leading to mere effective approaches

to counselor training...It is hopqd
that others in the field will firld these materials), which are the fruit
ore that experimentation useful tools for the training of tomorrow's new
Pupil POsonnel professional.
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THE MASTbRS PROGRAM A'S''A COUNSELOR"MAINING.MODEL:

SC tE VALUE CONSIDERATIONS

Evan Coppersmith
James F. Cirri, eh ..D.

ntroductio

in the Counselor Education Department at the University f
Pittsburgh three' (3), full Year NDEA Counseling and Guidance Ilstitutes

Due to the existence of a thrO year contract, enabling
advance planning and commitment on the part of the faculty and students
involved, an innovative approach to traing new proTessIonals vas
devdloped. 0

were 'held from 1,p65 to 1968. - *

The TrajlgigNlim

Five major characteristics laid the foundation of the training
fdesign of the institutes. These were: .1) "The person as learner the
learner as a person" or the concept that personal development is an.
integral part of prbfossional development in counseling; 2) "Group .
process as vehicle for development,' which involved the intense use 9-
group ,learning both personally and professionally; 3) "Supervision
as enabling students to move towards counseling competency," 4) "The
contribution of bphaVioral and 4.ocial sciences to training,"-or Vilekview
that counselor training is incerdis.ciplimary: p4 "Program planning and
organization as a developmental milieu," or the allowing of or the enhence-
mht of learning by the learner, assuming responsibility for his own

'development:

The training design incorporated the above five characteristics in
terms of assumptions about the pen,the social system, and tle inter-

action betweenthe person and the social system.

.

The institute involved training an.intact group for a fixed time, in*
to control time, space and size. The.program was full-time and

block scheduled. Students registered for fuli-time resilience, involving
five dW a week from 900 to 5:00, rather than registeringlor courses.
Such scheaulinvallowed'for flexibility related to, indivdual students'
idevelopment. Most fadulty was ecmatted full--time to the Institute.
Almost all on,,campus activitites were held in one location, facilitating.
.informal contacts between students and faculty.
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Several innovative processen were developed° to move ntudentsno
through the program. These procegs'es were dosigned-t4 benlinterdc-

-pendent and holistic.

T Amissions.piocess was desioned to reflect the nature of the
progr itself, tand this was accomplished primarily by means of using
a group interview involving 8 to 14 applicants as part of that process.. .

fj.asting for about 2 hours, such a process enabled some fnculty to-see
prospective students interacting in an environment similar to the f4
traininh and allowed applicants to experience what this a4)ect of the
training might be fike. Applicants were sked to mak a 2 year com- a
mitment, ineluding a year of supertvied, said intern§ ip, leading to :'
the Specialists Deploma. lecruitment was nationwide, in ordor",to gain

' heterogenecty. #t

4

The insttuctional process ehphasized learning about -self in re-
lation to others both affoctively.and cognitively, with;elpult4ng,be-
havipr change. The Instructional process was guided by.certaiOalues
with the'int6nt that students later incorporate these values in their
work with clients. For example, the Institute valued dounselors'
facilitating,cp.ents' serf-direction and so structured the experience.
oeself-direction.in students into the training model. The advise-
ment process involved one,hour weekly betwben the student and nis advisor
whom the student selected,, in order to individualize_ the stWent's
training experience. This process led to the tutorial in which the
stindennt integrated his experiences in the institute, demonstrating his
abilaty to theorize and conceptualize his learning.

evaluation process was accomplished by clinical st i"f`fings hich
were an exchange over time lletween students, and faculty.- Such,staffings
were descriptive and.constructive-in nature, enabling theotudent to
'develop his' weaker areas. (For 'further WorMation on staffings Ste-the,
description,of the Ooctoral Prograft-by Donald McMurray in a later see ,ion
of this report). .

Thc competency 111Wess allowed ;for indiVidualrates of le'arning.
Students i'eceived variatrlo credits iv cone areas,'refting their own
movenient towards competency in these areas.--(Ste McMurray's article
for fu , er explanation of the competericylonc4t.)

.

> e 0 , 1
The to ination proeess involved decisions .regarding a student's

copipetency. Students weee granted the Master's dtwe for academic
achievement, and state, certification for practical professional com-
petency asa counselor. r

The processes discussed abnvo,repre5e
of the element Of subject mater'and poop
to make larger groupings' as needed.

V)

I t

d the, planned interact ion

The people were coMbined
On -

r,



4 .:subj9et ratter:was or developnenta y 'through th year,

,and4ineludtd found tion areas and.counselor education'areas, The
foundatiop areas..in which udents -spent 3 hours a week were psycholagi-
-call iiitnisti61'rqseaxch d cidasurenent; and philosophigal, social and.
organizational. The.counseloieducation areas'includedthe.ins4uctional.
dinensionp of foundations* or deanselingr study 6f thq. individual; voca-

,tional devglopment 'un 4ounselingr counseling theory and practice; group
procedures iniuidanndcounseling: and consulting theory and practice.

. .
,

0
In I9?4, a student evaluation was nade Lf the training model described above.

In his doctdral dissertation,-An Analysis OfriaCouiRylmIriliAliAA901_,
and Graduates Perce tons of that Deli n, jhet F. Curl, MT ILf /

Counselor Education, ligi,versity of Pittsburgh:determined through a follow
up study oemuduates whether their per oe the training accurately
reflected.the training de gn. J .

, , v

(ertion 9f Curl's '4---
,-.

In order
tor

evel p a questi nnai e for use,in'the study, deArain-
ing design discuAlabove was.-examined to identify values associated with
eao:9 aspect. The following 14,%signifioant program values were identified:

, :, IA °
'

.1) ihtensificatibh of interaction :Ind involinement among
Aff and students, '

,2?):.. empd as is ciao interpersonal and gioup procels.

lls

ziecsv'onnaire

assessmgnt of students
end peifftmance

-"n[dhie-renr.-rit.

on the basis of interperson 1
rather thAn solky on aca

4) heterognity of-staff anduderatL
t

5) 'a unifiqd learnthg environment in which ptoces es are
zenterreiated afid,interdelz2dent..

a learning environment which is" congruent wAth, and
reinforces content Foalz.,

a 'program. responsive to indiv4dual student., Iteedis and

terests.

8) Adilits learning to integrate experiences tr4 ate
.thca .e behavior as exhikted in counseling prae ce.

9) 41/o wing for individual learning rate and styleS in the
. prop*.

1 .

(2



5 on actual o g practice and e
upervision.
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c
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4

Ontent that is practical and relit4d to 'Counseling .,
p'erformance r3ther than'being abstract antlunrel?.ted.

:e

helping t1 student

interest in student:
a person.

14) basis On CTeitribu

and understand hiAself better,
.

Lot .just, as a learner, but also
a

a
ins from other dis lines.

JP'

to seven yeas after completion of th'e institutes The aboylues stateeent for were sent as a questionnaire to 137 Cldt
el5:4graduates. .109 or 80 returned the questionnaite. In addition

to graduattesTerceptinspf the training program the questionnaire' as
, :Peigned todetermine -..tademic and work-experience since the institute.In the academic area, 83; had continued their graduate education; 28 hadatia.fhed an advanced degree' and 22Vhad attained a Ph. D. In the work
area 93'4 were employed in counseling or education -related. positions; 49%were in public schoolw3e0 were in higher education; 12 were in agencies

institution.

The vast majority of those responding believed the values stated, in,
Questionnaire e-were significant training values and that these valuese
q, possible effect on training. 'Percentages agreeink thatehe'valuesstated were si gnificant training values ranged from 99ce to percent-ages agreeing that the values bad a positivveffecteon trainingorawd from99', to M.': AdditsienpfY,'n% of those responding filled in t free r

sponge item; the themes of whiciefocused On the relationship !between ieon-
tent and procepo in the 'training, the emphasis on: personal developmedt.as-

,.related to,pr*eseional deEelopment, and the value of this trainingliesigned.in contrast to tradiioeal ning.

surm.tw? or cuaLfs WORK.
t

Graduates perceptions of the training design approximated the eariIer
description of .the design. Values in the.questionnairo were seen as
sigaifigant values in the Institute,` and positive in their training effect.

6

The design dis.cu,eed in this article continues:t contrihut to theNeleis for training in Couneelpie Education at the Univeraity. of P ttsburgh.
indica ed by Curl:s study, the design involves. training vardc whichare conga e yieh praticipants-needl. New counseling professio ls,continee to bcenefit from aspects of this creative apkoach to trai4ing.

4 a
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W-40 the welter liekrlbes the Noll Personnel
Services (PPS) Program in the following sections:

,

ER-SATE ,LITC.PROGRX4:

By: Cathdrine A. Robinson, Ph.D.

0 /

(a) the 'historibl development of PPS, (b) a description of the

PPS Program design, (c) a di,scription of the Center-Satellite
.-`Program design, and (d) a description of the University of Pittibur0

Center Activities and the Demonstraton Compotent.
-

i .0--

NDEA

,

H stofical bevElopmnt and Rationale for

F tlaailLitlaasLiArtamEtTLILINEalag.
Local Schools

For more than a decade U. S. Office of Education has. experienced
attempts to be responsive to the constant-demands for quality counseling
and guidance services in education systems. From 1959 to 1969, Title V-B
of the National Defense Education Act (NDEA)-.of 1958 provided fug& to
coun5eling and guidance Institutes. The Institute Program desigrwas a
major training effort providing financial support for thousands of
counselor trainees. One majpr stipulation was that trainees assume full-

time student status. Institutes supplied funds for experimentation with
new counselor education program models aimed at improving the, quality

and substance of thqse programs. They also provided for experimentation
with new technology, such.as video tape recording, and for the improve-
ment of the qualffications'of university faculties;

The competitive nature of the funding procedures
. produced little inter-institutional cooperation,

'dissemination of new techniques or mutural sup:-

Port. Multi-year funding, deemed necessary for
institutional chAge, was.not possible. The uni-
versities nominated the Institute Program with
little involveMent;eor (sic) local schools, state'
agencies orcommunity groups (Ruch,'1974, p. 2).

Much of-the Institute program emphasised a counselor role which stressed .

one-to-one group counseling,as primary intervention strategy for schools..
Finblly, institutes seldom provided opportunity for'trainers (university
facultD to further heir professional development.



EPDA

In 1969 the Support'Personnel Program conducted under the Edu-a n'Professions Developkent Act (EPDA) replaced NDEA and helped
to eliminate or correct several of these limitations as further
attempts were made to improve the effectiveness and quality, of train-ing programs for conselihg and guidance personnel. In many ways the EPDAProgram design allowed for "greater flexibility and change in training.
Funding was nb longer limited to training schdol counselors, but Was
extended to a wider array of personnel services in a variety of institu-
tionsjr.Psychological, social and health services were now included'inthe4design. The name of the program was changed from "counseling
and guidance" to "pupil personnel services" (PPS); school social workers,
school psychologists, school administrators and others became eligileboth as trainees and as trainers.

4

Many groups have become involved as trainers of pupil personnelcorkers; counselor educators, school psychologist educators, social work
educators, staff members from established institutions and developing
ones, personnel from local schools and state departments and consultants .from the communities being.. seared. A significant aspect .OT EPDA fundingwas that,

0
for the first time grants for training programs -
were made directly to schbol'Aistricts and to
state departments of education as well as to'
uhlv6rsities: Planning and developmental grants
were awarded to help strengthen institutions
.hitherto consideredtoo weak to conauct quality '
programs (Malcolm, 1973, p.4).

In spite of,dirthese changes, however, there was still a minimum
of institutional ghange. Trained PPS workers'were continuingto enter the
school system perpetuating the one -to -one professional- client approach,
indicating a, lack of understanding and/or integration of the new role
and function of the PPS Igorker. 'Little was accomplished toward in-.
proving learning conditions for students, and even less for redefining

,and retraining the PPS trainer as opposed to the PPS Worker.These
outcomes suggested a need for updating many existing training programs
and the trainers thatstaffed them,

B. PPS Program Design

In view of the fact that only limited Federal resources were
avatlable to update training programs and staffs effectively, cleprpriorities had to be established. The overriding emphasis of the EPDA/
PPS.program thus became the preparationof the trainers of Pupil Person-
nel Service workers in both preservite armi-piservice categories.
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A look at school systems throughout the nation indicates that the
traditional counseling and guidance role had been to.prace emphasis upon
adjusting th4 student to his educational environment. Adaptation'of the
school system on management, policyand operational levels had not been
equally stressed. To correct this imbalance, the EPDA Pupil Pergbnnel
Service Program encouraged the Creation of a npw, not -merely an addition-
al, professional, whose role woUld be more versatile than that of his,
colleagues and predecessors in that he would be able to relate effective-
ly to the school system-as-client, while still being concerned with the
growth and welfarg,of the individual student-as-client>,. The .goal of the

program became that of training professionals who Could train-others to-
conceptualize-the educational system as an entity of interdependent com-
ponents, and who could pork effectively with the-groups as Well as the
individuals within that system-. PPS gave priority to prbj,ects which
prepared trainers who could develop and train this new kifid of profession-
al; and individuals of .advanced leadership and ;training capability who 1=

Could serve the student/. the system and the generaLlearning environment
equally as clients. The "multiplier".effeCt was then expedted to result;
that is trainers-weuld.be trained who would in ,,turn teach others in the
new learning and systems consultant model. As trainers increased their
knowledge and skills, trainees would become more adept at communicating
with teachers and students,administrators.and parents concerning the
psychological and sociological conditions Which'make school. and schooling'
effective (EPDA/PPS, 1974.

It was.assumed,that since the trainers of pupil personnel workers
would themselves have to possess the above mentioned competenCies, they
would need to receive the necessary training, theory and practice to
transmitheir'skills effectively to students. This need'has-not always
been recognized, partic4arly in respect to their knowledge of school
organization and ch'ange.

Furthel, it iS becoming more accepted that'effectiye changes iii
pupil personnel services training. programs dep'end more uponthe kinds. of
experiences the, trainer and supervisorsof training programs have had than'
on the specific information possesseA. Therefore, programs, for trainink
trainers of pupil perSonnel workers have been designed to provide
"experiential" as well as "informational" learning.

Role of the PPS Worker

In accordance with the new Pupil personnel professional dePign the
PPS worker is to be a " "multi function" specialist, or in more familiar
terms, an organizational consultant;' and as such is expected to possess
several professional competencies which had in the past been distributed
ming a number of "single-function" specialists. The role includes being

. able toassess and recommend means by which the, educational system. and

17
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the individual can become mete responsiye to each other. ,It means being'
able to help all members of.the learning community define their goals
and choose and, evalgate means of reaching them.- Perhaps-dost important,

means being able to help other members of the.schaol staff to *aster '
the role and. accompanying skills of a pupil peisonnel-consultant.

0

There are four general areas of.competence in which the new PPS,
professionals are to function: assessing, prescribing, planning and
training. Each pupil personnel services - worker, sometimes called
"learning consultant" or "child developient Coordinator," should posses
the' ability to:

1. Assess the ability of an individual to cope
effectively with his learning goals and.to
Maintain:satisfactorV social relationships.
Similarly, he should be able to make-assess-
ments of the school system itself.. and offer
alternative courses of action EY'which 'the
system dan.beSt medt,the.indlviddal student's
needs.

ti

Prescribetorindicate theway in which the*k
learningpoteRtiarof indiViduals,ar of groups
of individuals; carebedeveloped ana achieved,
whether in or out'of formal.sChool setting.-

AsSist other,memberviof the, learning. community
(e:g., teachers,-admindsttators, students and

.parents) in more adequaft lefinition and achieve-%
inent.of their personal. and professional or
occupational. goals.

4. Encourage and help othq'memberS.'of the school
staff to inc6rpota pupil'ersonnel compe-
tencies as a preventiVe approach to their wore
(EPDA /PPS,,, 1970),.

PPS Program Objective's

an

10. .

Basically, the EPDA/PPS Ptegram affords the training institutions
,

effective, opportunity to develop alternatives foi:

.

1- expanding the emptasis of pupil personnel skills
toward'systems maAagement and change by planned
objectives,

.

significant iaclusiapv of people of color to the-
exclusive pupil personnel cadre; and

increasing overall cth- ltural awaren4ss and appre-
,

4

8
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ciation for the contributions, and needs of people
of color wIlp reflect the major proportion, :of
pupil" personnel clients (West41972, p. 25),.

cs

The underlying objective, as with all programs in the Bur6au of Edu-
cational Personnel Development, is to,help improve the'quality of
education of low-income, low achieving studenti and contribute to the
support of training institutions at dll levels. The preparation and
training of teachers:who in turn teach others in the new interdiscip-
linary counselor/consultant moderis themajor means by which this is

P,.
to be accomplished. '

The more specific objectives as explicated in the 1970 EPDA/PPS
Program Design are thereore7-

1. To improve the qualifications of the trainers
and supervisors of pupil personnel services
workers.

.

To develop'programs which

a. Contain cooperative planning and evaluatiye
arrangements among the universitr, the
school, and related community agencieS;

b. Train pupil peisonnel specialist and other
members of the school st'aff to function
together as a team;

,DeSign, implement and.evaluate PPS training.
programs of an experimental nature that are

appropriate for low income area schools je.g.,
store front, use ofparaprofessionals,°etc.j.

3. To recruit aild train members of 'minority groups
as pupil personnel specialist.

To bring'about, both in the institutions which
prepare.pupil personnel specialist and in the,
schools where they function, organizational
change which will faCilitate achieving the
goals stated "above.

objectives 3 and 4 have primary emphasis throughout all of the EPDA /PPS

Programs. ;
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Components Related to Specific %bj ectives
o

4 The first two of'the abov6: four specifip program objectives.areare
to contain the following general components:

h. Obective'I

c (a) On-going teaching experiences wherein the, students
Hof the trainersare inservice'or pre-service pupil
personnel workers.

.4

(b) First-hand experience as a pupil'personnel worker
.'in the schot.preferablk", on a0paid basis:'

(c) °Experiences in designing pupil,,,personnel-se

training components, and appropriate method

Objective 11

(a) 'Experience with'real arid/or simulated situa
-Where planning; implementationrand evaluati
activities 'are carried out jointly by conso

ice

members.' ,

(b) Experience with real situations.where planni
implementation and evaluation activities are
carried out jointy by meMbdts of the pupil
personnel servce' teaM.

Program Outcomes
?

tt,

- Each of the program objectiveinsfexiOdW to' produce specific out-*
comes: _These outcomes, or result, are expected of any PPS 'project, but
they do not represent an exhaustive list. They can be regarded as minimal
expectations for each objeceive,. Other expected outcomes should be related
directly to a specific projeet's objectives and should be stated .in
'precise and, to the extent this is possible, immeasurable terms.,

Components Related to the PPS Program

The f011owing general components are basic te-the PPS Program. Design:

I. A supervised practicum and intern experience.

2. Training in the skill's and understandings nec
essarY to function as leader or facilitator of
group activities to pupil personnel service
work.

Experiences that will increase the trhine's self'
understanding.

,t
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4. Experiences leading to an understanding of the'

, major principles 916tuman development and learn-
t

... ing.

S. Experiences that will, develop an understanding '

of the sequencing and rationale of all learning
experiences in schools, particularly in the
field of reading. .

Experiences that'lfili develOp ah,undemanding .

of the school as_p_social Organization-.

7.
0 ,

Experiences whereby the trainees will frequently.
encounter people of economically, culturally
and racially different backgrounds. -,-

0' f Q
,

8., A process whereby the participation of the larger ..
school community.is insured in the operation and
evaluation of the project, and where possible in..
the actual planning. '

/
.

b. A.process whereby faculty froth other departments
are involved in the planning,'operationand
evaluation of the prograM.

'The Supervised Practicum and Internship

A practicum is differentiated from an internship'in terms of
intensity ofsupervision and control of clients'. The practicum would
typically lave nearly-,constanpervision with provision of-supervisor's
feedback and 'related activities, such as video taping of sessions, typel
script analysis, etc. Further, the practicum, to some extent, allows
thesupervisor to "place" a particular client with the trainee. The
internship typically extends for a longer period (month vg. hours) and
requires less intense supervision.

Both the practicum and internship should closely simulate, if.not
. actually duplicate, the professional work situation which the trainee

will encounter following the,training program.
/

The following aspects are significaht in practicum and internship
experiences: 0 0

a, Type and range of clients, i.e. age, racial,
economic and educational backgrounds

k
etc.

s Duration of each experience. How many clients
and how many hours or days are spent in train-
ing in

21
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Supervision 'facilities; i.e., one-waysglats,
'audio and video tape, etc, '°

d. Types'ofschools-fOr intern work,

e. Major influ;ncing social issues..

Leadership_Training Institutes

Approximately five/ years ago,the Bueau of Educational Personnel
Developmedt (BEPD),,now called the Natienal.Center for Improvement of
Educational Systems(NCIES) established Leadership Training Institdes
*(LTI) to help improve the effectivenets of the training programs it
supports and to help in the development of other quality programs.
Thus, the overall design: of the PPS/LTI is to help develop and trainA,
on a long range basis, a cadre of program director§ who will;, in turn

-design and coordinate training programs of excellende. This has been
accomplished primarily by national, regional and local workshops, insti-
tutes, conferences and consultations conducted by LTI personnel.' Be-
ca4e of its unique role as a more flexible externalspresentative of
NCIES the.LTI also attempt's to facilitate the communication interface 1

betweempersonnel in .the field, PPS project staff and NCIES staff (West,
1972,.,p.*2).

Clustering

To provi;d4 for an exchange of ideas among the new diverse, groups of.
PPS trainees and trainers, and to°further improve trainer qualifications
through mutual support and'self-renewal, a plan called "clustering" was
,adopted in 1971. Projects were groupedbtogether in 'blusters of six to
eight, largely, on the basis of geographical proximity/ but also based on
projeCt content or topics. Exceptions were made to insure both hetero-
geneity and balance. "Community involvellient, consortium' arrangements and

-inter-institutional teaming were piloted" at cluster meetings (Much, 1974)
The cluster concept originated with the Training of Teacher Ttainers
National Program and PPS inherited many, of its emphases and practices.

During 1969-1970 and 1970-1971, close -to five p cent of Pupil
Personhel Services funds were set aside specif* y to support re$ onal,
and national cluster actilrities. "For the first time on so large a
scale, nett of the money available for training was being.Spent-to pro-.

,vlde training for the trainer" (Malcoli,1973)..

Although clustering clearly improved communication
it did little about fragmentation. Projects
assigned to the same cluster often found little iti
-common. The result was still thirty to forty0inde-
pendent projects each with its own special thrust.

. 22
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Missing was,any regioial or national focus. There
was little sense of common enterprise, little devel-
opment of mutual support systems. Perhaps for this
-reason, clustering was droppedt in 1971 in of
the more sophisticated PPS Center/Satellite model
(Malcolm, 1973).

C., PPi Center /Satellite. Pro ram Des-

As preViously stated, the past decade and a half has seen g
multiplicity of attempts to achieve educational change and reform.

In spite of the billions of dollars and the.
effortq of thousand of reformers,,taken as

4l
a.

totathe schools and their services remain
virtually unchanged. Creative teachers can
be found. Outstanding programs are in operation
(Ruch, 1974, p. 5).

1

However, most, if inot all school systems continue in ,the traditional
educational "liminess as

The Center/Satellite program design became, in 1971, the training
=eel which attempted to create anew structure to respond to the eon-
tinned pressure for educational change and improvement. The basic
structure of 'the Center/Satellite design includes a Center, hotthed in an

:.institution of higher education, and from three to seven: satellite
colleges, universities and/or school districts operating togetHerin
what Schon (1971) calls the "center4driphery" mode. for diffusion of in-
novation.*

The Office EduCation program model for
Center/Satellite projects implied a strategy
for the diffusion of the new PPS specialist
role .into the school and the'changing of PPS l=

'training programs ;. This,model postulates

, diffusion as communication between two persons
one with the idea, the other t6 receive it

(Ruch, 1974, p.. 12).'

A center is composed of representatives of an institution of higher

education (IHE), related local education,agencies, usually called school'
districts (LEA), state education agencies (SEA) where appropriate, and

*For further discussion-of theceater-periphery.todel
for diffusion of innovation see, David Sthoni Wond the Stable
State (New' York: Random House, 1971) .
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constituent communi,tie,p1 These together form a complex ::.r consortium,
the major function ofyfiichas to operate as a training center for PPS
trainers: The. fOntef accomplishes this function by providing the major
program, fiscal' and'management leadership for the .participating groups
represented in the consortium... ----- ----/

satellite A160 consists of combinations of IHE, LEA,,SEA-and *,
related community representatives within a specified area. The primary
funationi t4e.satellites is te train entry level (Masters degree)
stddents in PI S concepts and practices.

ar The process by which institutions become satellites is through con-
tractual arrangements betwien Center and Satellite, made on the basis
of charge models which are proposed by the Satellites, lo affect both the

t, local lchools and the college system,-

16.-
, .

One important aspect of a Center's role is to c000rdinate the work
performed by the total, Center/Satellite system. 'This includes providing
a smal/1 budget, negotiated with the Center directoi and the-D. S. Office of
Education, of approximately $20,000 to $30,000 annually.

Centers with their satellite schools 'should have as their major 'con-
cern the improvement of PPS services-ta specificglow-income population.
While the focus of the Center trainihk is on a specific low-income group,

/ it is assumed that "transferability" will exist to other groups; ., a
good PPS training model for one group,should'also have enough4c mall+
to be good for another group. -

Each of the satellite institutions selects a. particular service
field that needs attention. Examples of these areas might be inservice
programs, school-community relations, guidance teams, etc. During the
academic year the "trainers and trainees develop input from their selected
area and present it to the Center project and to-other satellite partici-
pantt. flarticipatts then react in laboratory fashioa, permitting each
to teach and at the saie time learn from others, and to provide feedback
to the trainers as well as to other trainees. Thus a "multiplier double
practicum" exists throughout the program.

.

Heavy. emphasis is on the latest thinking in the behavorial sciences;
specifically organization theory, consultation and communication skills
and learning and teaching techniques. Each.PPS Trainer and Trainee -

program should have actual and similated teaching and counseling situations.
. It is designed that community representatives from each Satellite and.

/ Center institution, as well as target LEA student-and facalty, be involved
as consultants to "reality eheck'' continually the trainer and trainee
Sequences. In line with the above concepts the PPS Center/Satillite pro-

., gram includes the following components: .
.

1. An intensive in-service training prograefor trainers,
i.e., college professors and school administrators: Thep
people who in many respects have be6n. the 'gatekeepers'
of our nation's educational- stem are too often unfami-

..lar with the needs of eeonomically disadvantaged people
particularly °° of. color. 24

le
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.

. A Masters level develOment program at each PPS
training tenter or Satellite. with a preponderance
of Asian, Black, Native American and Spanish weak-

.

ingstudent§ who exierience first hand the problems
'Bt,the economically disadvantagea.,- ,

.

,

S. The utiliiation of af'douhle practicum' whereby the
Masters degree students learn the professibnal skills
of.the_trainers (#1 above) and dreate an appreciation
in the trainers for the cultUre which econoelically
disadVantaged particIpants live and experience (#2

.above).

An, influential linkage betwe6n the institution of
higher aucation and the local education agency with
representatives of the particular' target community
(most often Communities of color), hae been estab-
lished at each Center and Satellite institution by the
IUE or the:LEA. This parity linkage the in-
stitutions and target community personnel serves
as a contracting resource as well as program neater.-
It foster5change And inter-dependence in each of the
program .components for codpez'ation, and continual
fun in

ig.

Through these required linkages the LEA can
more eadty prepaA for the engage in organizatiOnal
chang,s necessary to aRimize the new PPS 'learning

0 counsultant' that it emploirs. 'This linkage design
tends to insure needed ehalfge throughout the educa-
tional'environment.

cf4 4--

S. The PPS Center/Satellite conapt-provides that
project leadership-le asiumed by people of, color.
The plan', ih view of the difficulty in identifying
experienced administrators of,color, provided that
the white director would.recruit co-directors of
-polor and provide the Opportunity for co-directors .

to obtain the needed experience. Within 12 to 1Fe.
months the' project leadership would ,be assumed by
the co-directors of color. This leadership pro--
cegs has necessitated the development of selected
-doctoral programs and internships foi-the emerging
PPS learning consultant with the identification of

- adequate financial support from the U. S. 0. E.
and other foundations and coiporate resources
(West, 1972, p. 36Y.

There were seven PPS.Centers,located.at..the following u-
us:

Calif °rhia State tilvergiiv, Hiyward, California.

25
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.,
Satelfit6s:

Calif. State University at San Francisco
$tate University at San Jose .

if. State University ai Hakwatd
Un'versity of California at Berkeley

14 California State University, ijayward,program was designed to train
.stpdents of%color (Asians, Blacks, Chicanos and Native Americans) for

'- work in cuItaitally and economically disidvantaged communites. Using
distinguished, faculty of col6r, the Center during the summer served as
a stage and planning center for satellite participants in developing a
model, progt suitable for all nersonnel*who were training specialistv
ferfwork with disadvantage& claldren.-

, .

Y

U

4 24,

Indiana University, Bloomington; 'Indiana.

Satellites:

Chicago Public Schools
Gary Public Schools
Louisville Public SChools
University og Illinois,
Indiana University
Ohio Stafe, Univertity

the primarigoal-of the Indianalproject was to focus on conceptualizing,
designing, applilag aneevaluatinr.a more adequate pupil personnel tiain7,
ing and services program to aid people who,are educationally and cultur-
ally less fortunate that 15 necessary. Therefore, an interdisciplinary
approach was initiated both the university ant the school love.
The interdisciplinary approach integratpd training and service components

0. currently practicbd *school psychologyixounselink and social' work.
r c

,-. University of New Mexico, Alberquerque, New Mexico.
. At_

° SgelliteS:

Arizona State University
'fan -Diego gtate University (California)-
University of'Texas , .,

Fresno' State University (Calikornia)
University of New Mexiao

* 'UniversitylnYCologrago, Dew ley -
. .

4 Q '
ik,

11.

he Uniyersity of. New Mexicoi,Wel was trimaal*,a Mnster's Aigree pro-
gram for the preaaration4of,Opil personnel consultants: and traiaers'of
pupil personnel donstatont4 for culturally disadvantaged schools with a
thigh proportion of ecbnomically disadvantagedThicano Students.

.



itv. of South ltakota Ve lio Sc a

ellites:

University' of Mmataa
Universif of south Dakota
.Eastern Wa,hington State University
University of Nebraska
University of North Dakota ,

University'of Wyoming

ti

The South Dakota program was designate provide Indian educators, holding'
a bachelor's degrees in the Above mentioned states with graduate exper-
ience so that they coul&function as professional pupil' personnel con-
sultants for Native American children, It also prepar0 then for eligi
bility for key local and state positions and for college and university

%
training positions in -these states.

Tennes.see State, Nashville, Tennessee

Sa;ellites:

University of Alabirma/Alabama State
Florida State/Florida A Q M
Georgia State/Atlanta Universitir
University MississippiPacksen State
University of Tennessee/Tennessee State

44

The Tennessee State University program, "paired'! with the Univ
Tennessee, ttained pupil personnel consultants to work with c
color and disadvantage., During the scanner the Center served
and planning center for satellites in developing program node
for pupil personnel consultants in working with disadvantaged(
The Satellite, then continued to. develop its 'program during ih
year.

O

American University, Edinburg,

Universkty .of Texas, Austin

Satellites:

Lubbock Scheal-Ccnnunity Project
San Angelo State College
San Antonio public Schools .

2

e;
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fhe'progKari was.aesigned to prepare Chicano School administrators and
counselor eonsultontp to or with Chicano youth in and out of school.
It was also designed to provide many schools with significant Chicano
populations with the first Chicano pupil personnel consultant who will
assist .t.: system in its effort to change. The program 'facilitated the
ddvelovent of counselors competent in school administration by con-
.ferring an SEA certification on counselors who have completed nineteen
academic hours in administration in addition to the regular counselor
requirements.

University pf Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pen$ylvania
0

.

Satellites:

Howard University/ D. C. Public Schools
Poston University/Boston Public Schools
State University College of New York

(SUNY) - Brookport/Rophester Public Schools
SUNY-Buffalo/ Buffalo Public Schools
Duquesne University .

University of PittsburghDemonstation.Project

The Pattoburgh.prosect was designed to train doctoral or post-doctoral
'level'trainersrof educ5tional personnel specialists along .with entry
level (aster's Degree) counselor/consultants for work in urbatiosettings.
Two field based models for inter - disciplinary functions have been de-
evloped and implemented usipgteams feom within the pupil personnel
services.and teams including PPS personnel and other educational person-
nel. fr-

Bath Center.and Satellite trainers and trainees had joint re-
sponsibility for conduating-estigoing evaluations of their programs.

vertofur1h 121t.22.0342.11itto.
tr.q&E.M.

The Pupil Personnel Services Center/Satellite program pf the
niver of Pittsbuirgh included three interrelated components: the

Center, the Center Demonstration Project and the Satellites., As pre-.
viousl; stated, the focus of this paper is restricted to the University .

of Pittsburgh Center activities, therefore, the Satellite component
of the program will not be discussed. This section will include a dis-
cussion of the Center activities and the Demonitration Project.

As defined in he University of Pittsburgh program design, the Center
not to-heconfused with the Center/Satellite.Program) existed pri-

m arks as a get of resources, people and finances and strategies for the
utilization of the resources. These. strategies and resources were &veloped
and administered by the University's Counselor Education Demtment,

4' as
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Center' Activities

The three primary objectives of the Center were management, program
development, and staff devitlopment.

The.funaimi of mdnagement is to provide the
conditions and resources under which the pro-
grad% development and staff development activities
may take place in a coordinated fashion ;,EDPA/
PPS Proposal, 1972-73).

1

Cent6r Mana,6ent and Policy Makint

The%Center'component involved a network of interrelated, e uca-,

,tional training and development activities. A variety of educational
institutions in a variety of northeastein cities were involved. The
Center was committed to the demonstration and gelation of a policy
formulation and decision making model that was': consistent with both
the multiple goals of the project and the multiple involvements of
constitoents,of the many institutions and communities involved. A
decdytralized'decision-making and policy formulation model was estab-
lished.. /Essentially, it Was an attempt to get away from a central-
ized bureaucratic representative kind of system. It aimed to create" .

'a system where people involved in a particular situation did not vote
or act through representation in resolving the issues of .program de-
sign implementation and evaluation, but rather got involved in a more
immediate consensual kind of organization and 4ecision.making. Con-
sentiently, a variety, of ad hoc decision making groups were established.
The collaborative decision making model possessed the potential for
being more responsive to the needs of both.institutions and individuals
(EPDA/PPS Proposal 1972-73).

In the context of Center Activities, staff development was the
training of educational personnel, froli graduape faculty to parapro-
fessionals, to assume new roles, functions and'responsibilities. This

'Was accomplished through the conduct of seminars, conferences, work-
shoos, course work and other staff development activities. Topics
critical te,PPS training formed the content of such activities which
included groups, supervision, consultation, teaming, inter-discipli=
nary models, field involvement, .etc.

ProOam development involved the securing of intro and inter
institutional commitments for changing the training program for. PPS
workers or for changing program models which willbe used by PPS
workers. Majbr, program dexelopment efforts took place at the Satel:.
lite leVel. - Consultation, coordination and program management were
provided by Center coordinators.

9
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The following list (Ruch, 1973,,vp. 6-9) charaefFiized.sOme of
the, staff program devqopment emphases of the Center:

gaff Development

1.. The program was designed to recruit and train a
specific, population of color; namely, urban
Bfacks.

2. .Changes in curriculum content and process were
instituted to help meet the training needs of
counselor trainees. Examples of such changes
include courses on Black Psychology,. African
and Oriental belief systems, multi-cultural
counseling, and social'issues and process
groups focusing on the development of sexual,
racial, ethnic, professional, etc. identities.

Both trainers and trainees were exposed in
varying degrees to the counselor, /consultant'
role model which is prescribed in the 1970
Pupil Personnel Services Program Design.

4. Field work or practicum requirements combined
trainees with professionals already in the
schools, thus providing some measure of on-
the-job training experience which will uld-
mately improve the competence and qualifica-
ions of the trainee.

S. Multi-year funding for Center activitks,.the,
Demonstration project and the Satellites were.
negotiated at the outset of the Program dueto
the recognitlan that adequate periods of time
are a primary factor contributing to the
achievement of planned changes

6. Center. activities were designed on the,basis of
the` notion that institutions changing-institu-
tions is a more potent program change strategy,
than that of the individual change agent attempt-
ing to achieve program reform. The institutional
change model included such procedures as sub-

. contracting, negotiating, joint priority setting,
resource sharing'and mutual support.

.
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7. Concentrating or combing resources at one site
- helped to overcome neutralizing change forces.

This included such factors asAraining persons
already occupying positions working with total
units-such as a,Paculty or department, working
collaboratively with other existing projects
or programs at the site and guaranteeing place,
ment of trainees thrOugh joint recruitment and
selection.

8. Programs were enriched and changes sustained
by the oncouragment of diversity in two
specific areas: (a) the-training, recruitment
and placement of Black personnel, and (b) the
selection and implementation of fwdiverse edu-
cational programs both traditional and non-
traditional.^

Training was focused specifically on planned
change efforts_rather than on mere personnel
.development in order to sustain and reinforce
program, reform.

Program and'staff development were interrelated; and resources
and strategies cannot be developed or provided for one. without
involving the other. :The Pittsburgh Center sought to capitalize
on the strenghts of the Institute model for staff. development and
at the same to dpvelop'supporting strategies for program or in,-
stitutional change. .

o

The strategies, developed were largely concerned with change in
the training of persons who, are sensitive to and committed to the
urban educational scene. For Pittsburgh this 'suggested placing high
priority on the training of more Black counselor/consultantS, and the''
hiring of more Black Counselor. Education faculty.

These strategies included such chahges as,the following: (1)

the use of Cehter resources for providing both the leadership and the
risk environments necessary for the development of innovative training
programs and models. To accomplish this the Center piloted; through
the Demonstration Project, several training strategies and program
development processes and structures. The'result of these pilot
activities was that errors were identified, 'unproductive strategies
were isolated and either eliminated pr improved, and successful alter-
/native plans and models were highlighted; (2) the use of Center re-,
sources for providing opportunities to explore alternative forms of
resource distribution an4.Tanagement styles; (3) the.strengthening
of support for the dissemination and expansion of goals, objectives,
strategies, models, programs, finances and use of personnel in both
the Satellite and Center components. This support was provided pri-

,
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marily throligh-short+terd training in the form, <of codferencss,u1c4L..;
shops, personnel exchanges, meetings and written materials. ; It per-
mitted all parts of )he Center/Satellite network to'becethivawaie of
the ailtivitles of oth'er parts' while, at the same, times infeirMint and
exposing others to their own opeiations and Activities, and (4) 'the
securing of intra-and'inter-institutional commitments for both personal
and organizational change (EPDA/PPS Proposal, 1972-1973).

Theoperation of the center component are illustrated in the fol.-
lowing chart. The three primary functions shown in the left hand
column are expanded to indicate the processes of which they are consti-
tuted.. The right hand column suggest methods by which these processes
jatay/be accomplished.

.

CENTER ,COMPONENT OPERATIONS.

Functions ti Methods

A. Management

Budieting Cbnfexences

Planning Visitations
.

Disseminating Consulting

EvaluAting Workshops

Coordinating 'Meetings

Policy Making,

B. Program' Development_

Designing'

Ihplementing

Coordinating

Consulting

C. Staff Development

Training

Consultation

A
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Workshops

Institutes

Meetings

Conscting

Demonstrations

Workshops
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Functions

.SuperYiSion.,,

Methods:

- .Conferences

imitations

Qonsultants

Lecturers

Demonstrations

Materials

Personal, and Professional ,

I

Gtbwtif

, -

Center -Demonstration Component.

The center Demonstration Component was an extension of the types
of programs for training educational personnel which developed over.
the past eight years in the University of Pittsburgh Department of.
Counselor Education. These programsoperated in conjunction with
other schools within the University and with other departments within
the School of Education in accordance with NDEA and BPDAInstitute

. guidelines.

During this,eight year period the Department of Counselor Educa-
tion designed and implemented a highly innovative counselor training
program. Emphasis was on training entry level (Master Degree) counselor/

consultants fort urban settings along with doctoral or post-doctoral
--level trainers of PPS workers. The training model was characterized by
. the following aspects: (1) trainees must be .full -Mime students; (2)

they,must,sqve'a spicified period of residence in the department; (3).
`tpi'progiam is comMiency, rather than course or credit oriented;: (4)
part of the training must occur in the field; (5) the curriculum was
structured for personal and professional growth and development; (6)
theory and practice werejntegrated*,,andj7) to a limited extent teacher
education occurred concurrently with pupil personnel training.

The overall goal 6f-the Demonstration Project wasto.develope effec-
tive interdisciplinary PPS models for the. University. and cooperating
school and community project participants. The five major emphases from
the best of NDEA Institute training programs carried over into the Center/
Satellite l'roject and include:, #

1. the person as a learner; the learner as a person
2. group procesi as a,vehicle for development
3. superyision as a developmental process
4i* the contribution of behavioral and social

sciences to trainine
5.^ program planning and organization as a

developmental milieu,or context for training
(Gutherke, Impact' 1970, p.4).

V



In ille..firrtar of the project (1971-1972) the design included
the entire eptiaoieler.Education. Department with supporting personnel
frPmiWiWaartments. of Secondary Edvcation, Reading and ,Language Arts,
and Edacational:Tsychology. Working cooperatively with these 1HE per-
sonal were representatives of seven local education agencies (LEA),
providing input from olmost every type of educational program to be ,

found in the Pittsburgh area The COective of this,ponsortium,was to
demonstrate the aspects of the new PPS model by piloting a variety of
innovative programs.

Although the long-range goal of developing inter-disciplinary models
was retained by thy: pemonstration Project, the specific objectives and
methods for achieving, them changed over time One aspect that changed
was the extent of the%direct involvement with the Project of other de-
partMents and disciplines within the University. Another change was
that the entire Department of Counselor Education no longer. adhered
so closely to Federal guidelines in preparing PPS worker for urban
schools, but broadened. its focus to; train counselors for alternative
situations, such as the ee clinic, Mental Health inptitutions, penal
institutions, etc.

. The center Demonstrati
community situations, howev
clientele beyond the schoo

-4 objectives of the Dpmonstrat

1

project retained its focus on urban school
T. The departmentts:efforts'to serve

shis, indeed,'influenced the eiphasitNitu4
on:Project to some degree.

Two factors seem to accou t for Department and/or
Center (Project) obejctiv changing. During the
first year (1971 -72)' 'beaVy mphasis was put on
demonstrating the relations ip betweeh teacher educa-
tion and counselor education Much energy and

manpower was put into the'se n field sites selected
for practicum experience. Th Center committed it-
self to looking at the,role Co nselers.could.take.
either through the team approai0., i.e.,.eonnpelors;
social workers, health workers,,etc., or through
curriculum and supervision, i.e.-reading and lug-
12age arts. In this process a heavy focus was placed
on the life and learning.climate of the school.* The ;,

underlying assumption being that' -fs was.not'the stu-
. dents; who by and large were in goOd shape, but rather

the school and-services in the community that Were
alienating. In part,this was a result of the alien-;
ation felt between teachers, counselor and admini-
ltrators. The school organization or system was thus
seen as a major source of the problem which, in turn,
was traced to the twining models offered by the
University.

e
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The second reason for the thrust inte..,other
-areas was simply that the seven .sites failed to
live up to their agreement to rehire persontel 4

who had been through the Centers training pro-
gram. So while th thrust of the program in the
schools continues thrOugh.the second and third
year, the objective of training pupil, personnel
workers has incorporated a larger area than just
the public schools (McGreeVy, April, 1973, p. 7).

In live with the PPS Program design,.theltwo primary objectives
of the Demonstration component emphasized (1) the training of educational .
personnel, and (2) the development -of activities designed to enhana, im-

.

prove and restructure existing educational programs.
I

As a.carryover from preceding programs, the Center retained its com-
mitment to providing the settings necessary for those attmpts made to,
demonstrate the many concepts and procedures articulated in the PPS Pro
gramdesign. Since there was neither proof ,nor total agreement that all
of the aspects of the design were desirable or helpful to the educational,
scene, the Demonstration Project was -implemented to provide opportunities
for experimentation and development of a variety of the PPS components
and models. 'This, in many instances, required a greater amount of risk-
taking than the Satellites or:the Counselor Education Department as a
whole were in positions.to chance betause of the organizational structures
Te4thin which they functioned. Consequently the Demonstration Project .

could prpvide the required risk-environment without actually risking the
loss which could occur were it not a fidemonstrationn.project.

The primary method chosen through which innovative PPS models were
demonstated is the teaming, of PPS trainees,' University trainers and
field personnel for one or two days per week at a local school field site.
Duriribkthe first year of the Project, 10 sites were idnetified. They-
represented the gamut of kinds of school-communitY-student situations
found in the Pittsburgh area The seven sites chosen included:- (1)

inner-city; (2) rural; (3) suburban; .(4) low-income, urban (just
outside the city); (S.) an institution for dependent, neglected and
delinquent children; (6) a home for crippled children which handles
all types of special education cases, andv17) parochial.

a

Basically, the Project design had two dimensions: one involved the
demonstration of the effective functioning of interdisciplinary teams;
;the Other, curriculum redesign.

Per the first dimension, two fieli based models for PPS personnel
were-in operation and were demonstrated through the Project training
program'



1. Teams of personnel from within the pupil personnel

services, e.g.,' counselor, social worker, nurse,

psychologist, psychiatrist,
prebation officer, child

care workerp .etc.

. Teams of personnel including PPS personnel and other

educational personnel, e.g., counselor/consultants,

teachers, administrators, curriculum,specialists,

reading specialists, etc.

Two specific types of student populations were involved in these

demonstrations.' The goal was to design functions which were appropriate

to the situations and the individuals,
Both models for the two student

populations were operating in institutions-(Warvmdale,and Home for-

Crippled Children) which
are..:staffed with a variety of profe'ssionals

covering a,large range of educational, medical, psychological and social

service professions; therefore providing the potential for successful

team functioning.

(

The second dimension included school sites which encompass virtually

all thR other types of educational situations,found in the,Pittsburgh

area. :The goal of these pilot models was that of redesigning some part

or all of the-curricula in these schools. Some of the models included

4nservice and pre-service teacher trainingi,soie attempt the formtila-t

tion of effective interdisciplinary teams integrating PPS workers with

other educational personnel.

The ten dimensions of the redesigning activities are listed on the

following chart.
,

1

,During the academic year 1.973-74 the number of school raining sites

_increased to ten.

DIMENSIONS, Op REDESIGN ACTIVITIES IN

FIELD SITES

A. Institutional Changealid Innovation:,

(Program-Development)

1. Curriculum
0

2. Team Teaching and. TeaMing

3. .RedeSigning Departmental StruCtures

,

Redesigning Institutional Processes

S, Introduction of Nei,/ Personnel

o

6. Design,of Training Programs

/



B.. Developing Coopera ve and CollaboratiVe Rellat.onships

1. Site Committee

Promoting Communication with Community Organizations,

Agencigs and Other Groups

Communication between'institutions

4. Proposal Development and Writing

Demonstration vroiect Ob'ectives

The objectives specific to the training of PPS workersin the

Demonstration Project were:

lr To train counselors and PPS trainers who have

a broad developmental liersopcti:ve and whd can

utilize their understanding of learning pro-

, cesses, motivation, personalW dynamics.and
techniques of individual counseling in working

with individual students.

To train counselors and PPS trainers skilled

in developing learning environments who will

translate their understandings of individual'

learning styles, behavioral dynamics, end

effects of the Aearning environment into the

development of 'school and community experi-

ences which meet the needs of the learner and

allow him to fully actualize'his learning

potential.'

To train counselors and PPS trainers who will

effectively use their knowledge and skills in

the'role of consultants with teachers, admini-

strators, and community representatives.
\

To train counselors and RPS trainers who have(

effeCtive understandings of social structures

and relationships and communication processes

and who haVe the skills to utilize such under-,

standings in effecting better communication

within thkschool system and between the school

and community

3t,



5. To'train counselors and PPS trainers who undei-
stand,peopleinteracting in group situations
and who can utilite this knowledge-in developing
better working rolationships'among groups of
3tudonts, toarhors, and aaMinititrators.

6. To.train counselors and Pios trainers who will
develop projects which will bring about greater
involvement and cooperation between the com-
mmnity and the school toward 'the end of'creating
a developmental environment.

7. To train counselors and PPS trainers who can
effectively work with school personnel special-.
lists (psychologists, reading specialists
curriculum supervisors, special education
teachers, social workers, nurses, etc.), as well
as.with outside professionals.

. .

To train coenvlors and PPS trainers who are
aware of and ho effectively reinforce and
maximize the role, of the borne environment in
positive learning, personality development,
attitude and value formulation, and in pro-
viding motivation for, students (EPDA/PPS

5 Propbsal, 1972-73).

Demonstration Project Management"

y 1
.

Policy'making models for the. Pitt Demonstration Component
have taken forms: (a) a site committee for each training site; and

r (b) a core faculty for each training program.

(a) Site Committepse The Pittsburgh component
designed a committee to operate.in each of
the places where the Center functioned. The
goal of the Project/was to establish both a
PPS workers training, and a training of PPS
trainers program .in each plate that represents
iETTEent kind of community., a different
type of student, a different type of school
district. The,focus was to be on making the
PPS workers and trainers fully functional with-
in the context of ,:these various school, com-
munity and.student situations. Consequently,,
in each trainingAsite there was an attempt to
establish a Site Commiktee,

The'n.te Committee was designed to include /

parents, students, and teachPrs from a parti-/
cular school building within a particular cop-
munity working together in a parity relation-
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;

sky.: into this community was user cd re-0
presentation from administration; and from- the

School of education at the University. It
was from within thils community that management,
design and decision making about the.develop-
ment of the training program for teacherS and
PPS peisonnel occurred. Implementation of
policy making models was not easy not"entirelY
successfhl.

b) Program Core-Faculty: Each program
and Doctoral) was designed to be managed by a
program coordinator and two to four faculty whp
serve as the core faculty for that program.
.The core faculty has total responsibility kor.
the design, 9onduct, management and evaluatiese.
of the curricular kxperiences.for tile entire
length of the program. -Additional faculty,
members may provide-instructional and/Or
supervisory input -for the program, but they
report their reactions', responses, and evalu-.
tion to the core faculty'who are responsible,,.
for all professional judgments about students.
This m;1e1 was 'acidified since its inception.

A third coordinating group was raloted,during 1971-72 and was
develoAng'agall during 1973-74. It involved the selection of PPS
administrators from-each site and- community members frbm each site
to meet with program faculty to prove the- interface between site
and field training. Site personnel played a role in on-campus'in-
struction; campus programs were extended into inServiCe functions with
casting staff.

As the de'signated-time span'for,.the PPS project drew to a close, the
program's designers realizedthe existence of one outstanding need. They
felt.tbat there was a beeessity to share learnings gained through three
years of experimentation with an even wider academic professional audience
than they had been able to 'influence to date. Toward that,end, they
submitted a request for 4 project continuation for"the purpose of dissem-
inating new approaches to training pupil personnel sereee professienals.

The dissemination, project was approved, and its products testify to
its worth. Videotvpes on various themes,,developed at workshops and by
study groups', have already been presented to one professional-orgdiza-
tion,.apd.requests for copies are already being received, Leaders
manuals are also available with these tapes. 'Similarly, monographs have

,been prepared, and willhe net with a waiting audience. Listings of,
-both are included at the end of this Reporp-SectiOn.'

39
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PPS Project has been a diverse and fruitful effort involvinp
the talents and energies of a large number of individuals on a variety
of professionaLlevels. For the most pare,' the work immediately fuhded
by the governmeht has been completed. But the ultimate effects, as
new professionals enter the educational mainstream and new ideas become
available-to those involved in puPil personnel work, have barolyabegun
to be evident.
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INTRODUCTIWA

-

C.

This section focuses on three areas l the role.of the University of
Pittsburgh in staff and program development, a report of Center Satel,-
ite interaction, and a description of the Doctoral Program in Counsel
or Education. .

The first section of this report eiplicates the philosophic basis
underlying the development of staff, program and students. The second
presents a summary of obstrvitions made at a colloquim held in Pitts:.
burgh in May, MS, for the purpose of exchange and dissemination of
ideas between center and Satellite PPS participants. And the third
provides a detailed, in-depth discussion of the doctoral program in

.Couns'elor Education.

The-Masters Program in Counselor Education was selected as the
demonstration program model for the EPDA/PPS Project. The impetus for
the development of the Masters Program began in 1964, when the depar,t-
meat of Counselor Education (established as a separate graduate pro-
gram in 19.62) received funding, from NDEA to establish a training pro-

, gram based on an "institute" model. The grant provided that monies be
used for student tuition and stipende; faculty positions; and to deve-
lop an educational environment to enhance the learning specifically for
the counselor in training. Since that point in timei the Doctoral Pro-
gram has been developed in response to student needs and has evolved
out of the learning context of the Masters Program.

Explication and analysis of the programs has been pert of the
lorrent EPDA/PPS dissemination Project. For this purpose, although the

_4asters Program is considered as the demonstration dodel, the Doctorale. 'frogran is the program which will.be described in detail, and analysed
From 10 theoretical per&pectivos as the third major part 0 this sec-

o.- tion ot the report. The reasonsefor this decision are: 1) the Doctoral
Program was developed fror_tite_same basic rationale as the demonstration
model; 2) concepts are,charaeteristicpf both the Masters and Doctoral
Programs; and 3) the study of the Doctoral Program was the carefully re-

.

searched topic for the dissertation of one of the Programts.reeent graduates.
The text will explicate the design, the presentation of the rationale,
conceptualization, and implementation of the Doctoral Program and the
relationship of staff'develodkment to this design.

r
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0.2

1. Program and Staff Development at

The 64/ersity of Pittsburgh:

A 'iltief Overview

Donald A. McMurray, Ph. D,

040.

..

The Counselor Education Program at the university of Pittsburgh
attempted to create an organizational structure which provided for.
systematic developMmnt andrevitalization'for the trainees, the
training ,progratis, and the staff concurrently. Programs at both
the masters apdldoctoral level:were designed, planned' and imple-
filented with this idea in constant focus. /

The training mode was based:on the belief that as students are
'being trained, as.the program is developed for theepurpose of
training, so too' are the staff being pressed totecome creative, to
take the initiative for the implementation of new programs; and thus
staff, development becomes an integral part of the training process.
In response to the need to' provide both program and staff develop-
ment, the Office of Education funded a number of inter-related
University-5chool.Disiricts-Community settings where both the training
of workers and the delivery of services could be reassured and re-
designed. Seven regional projects were created. One petting (Center)
provided the major leadership (fiscal, administrative, and programatic)
for the collection of four to seven smaller settings (Satellites).
Ruch (1974) (From EPDAJPPS Reports) suggested, "It was envisioned
that the Center would play a significant and continued role in training
the Satellite personnel, who would, in turn, develop local programs.

The Center-Satellite program focused on tv.e.Rinds of outcomes,
each necessitating a specific, though interrelated strategy. The
training, f educational personnel (graduate faculty through para-
professionals)' was Itatf.,....clevet. Changing the training progiquis
or the delivery of services for each worker was the second outcome,
i.e., EITETTdeveloiment. The presence and interrelatedness of both
was considered crucial to any meaningful reforms or planned change
processes.

Staff Development: The following five basic ideas about staff
development characterized the Northeashi,Project. I

1) .Each program included a specific minority population. All
1

. the program$ recruited and trained workers frOm the minority popula-'
tion representativeof their geographic area. For instance, the North-
east Center recruited urban blacks.

1 43
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2) Revisions, innovations and new developments in both content
andpro'cess of `raring were instituted to meet the needs of the
trainees.

3) The role model was rather perscriptive, and although variations
in emphasiS were present, the generalist model was the central staff
development role model.

4)" The project was characterized by cross-age training. Both
trainees and preservice trainees received training under the auspices
of the Center-Satellite Project. The double practicum, with faculty
working with doctoral students, who in turn worked with pre-service
and entry level trainees, was a frequently used model.

5) Pre and in- service training was viewed, as a continuum and
treated simultaneously. Often training activities combined pre-service
training with professionals already in the schools.

These approaches, ere employed to improve the quality of staff
development. At the same time,' a number of ideas,about program develop-
ment wer6also important to the design of the program.

Program Development; Five concept's can be noted. about the mode
. of Program Development characterizing theNortheast,Projeot.,

1) It was assumed that program development takes a sustained
effort over a long period of time. Further, new structures and
program changes often require the acquisition of new skills, new
processes, and changes in work related behaviors. -These innoyations
require training, retraining and a specificity which all consume time.

2) Institutions change institutions: One institution engaging
another in the creation and cOnduct of meaningful alternate structures
and processes becbmes an important part of the project.

3) The concentration or combining ofresources at specific, 7
sites became an important:focal point for program development. This
was accomplished to overcome the many processes within an institution
thkt tend to neutralize reforih efforts.

4) Diversity was a strongly held concept within. the.; project=
Not Only was therea strong emphasis on the recruitment.of personnel
(students and faculty) froin minority populations, but the identification
and ,selection of 'a diverse cpllection of educational piograms and
patterned practices (traditional-and non-traditional)-was encouraged.--

5X Sp'ecifi'c training to fupport change efforts, was desired.
Such training was related to.the institution and maintenance of
program cfianges.

In order to 'maximize tfie likelihood that programmatic goals, would
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be obtained4at the University of Pittsburgh Program, several elementsin the application of the program design were emphasized. First, the
control and'design-of the change was to beat the local level, the pointof implementation. Secondly, alternative role'models for'both train-ing and delivery of services cadre encouraged. Third, mechanisms
for frequent exposure of each institute's activities ,;programs, and
p;pblems were provided for. Finally, in addition to'staff development,,specific program Ovelopment of institutional support, activitieswas provided. .

In summary, the Pittsburgh program as one of the six Northeastern
Center-Satellite Projects, sought to capitalize on the strengths ofthe "institute" model of staff development while at the same time
developing support strategies for program change,

r
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2. Center - Satellite Interaction

Charlotte Loteka

In an effort to view the role of the Pittsburgh Center from a
variety of perspectives, and to providi ajorum for dissemination of
information and ideas, 'a colloquium was held on May 8, 197S at the
University of.Pitts urgh. Participants included persons from the
satellites, the cen er, tha University community, and from field
sites cooperating_i the training of students in Counselor Education.

The meeting itself was an example of the use of the experientIii
approach to learning, or, in this case, reporting results and #ndings.
This was selected in preferenpe to a more formalized approach involving
the presentation of written reports by individuals from the involved
groups,

The data for this section of the report are drawn largely from an
audio tape of the proceedings of'this colloquium. ,..'The following persons

were invited from the Satellites, the Center, and the Field Sites:

V

Colloquium Coordinator! Dr. Margaret Becker

Center-University of Pittsburgh Participants

Dr. Robert Campbell
Dr. Canice Conhors
Dr. Patrick Malley
Di: John Mosley
Mr'. Joseph Werlinch

Satellite Participants

Dr. Eileen Nickerson
Mr. George Vito
Dr. Doris Hill, Dr. Richard Stelae
Ms. Margaret Labot; Mr. Carter Bowman

Satellite Consultants

loston: Dr. Jane OtHern
Brockport: H. Jayne Vogan.
Buffalo: Ms. Collette Girard
Duquesne: Dr. William;
Washington, D. C.: Ms: Mrytice Tobias

, Professional Organizational Consultants

APGA: Mr. Frank Burnett
PACES: Dr. William Groves

Dr. Richard Malnati
NARACES: Dr. Judith Scott

4



Field Sites

Robert Boulden"
James 'Duerr

Dr. Larry Dukes
Sister Mary Elice
Ms. Kelly Estes
Sister Eva
Mr. William Fisher
Mr. Dennis Flosnick
Ms. Ida Freeman
Mr.

Mr.
Dr.

Dr.
Dr.

Dr.

Dr.
Mr.
Mr.

Paul, Friday

James Hawes
James"Higgins'
Edward Hogan .

Edgar Holtz
Vernell Lillie'

Roberti Loiselle
James Manley
Robert Ma yche8k

Ms. Hazel Moran

'As. Mary Jo Pisano
Ms.;.MarthaRiordan *
.14s. Sue .Schiller

Mr. George ScUbert
Dr. Jerry Seraphino
**Jerry Smith
Dr. Ted'Soens
Dean James Spence
Ms; Mary Stone
Dr. Robert Teeter
Mr: Ted Vasser
Ms. Jane'Van Wormer

Mr. Vern Wetzel-

9

Homewood Brushton NHC
Mars Area High School '
Allegheny Community College
Lawrenceville High School
Allegheny East MH/MR
Holy Family School
Tayler Allderdice High School
Holmes School
Bill District Catholic' School
Intermedite pnit, Pittsburgh
Holmes School
North Hills School District
Point Park College
Hamption School District
Black Studiei, University.
of Pittsburgh

WPIC, Oakland Team
North Allegheny School District.
Associate Director Pupil

Services, Secondary School,
Pittsburgh Schools .

South Hills Child Guidance
Center

Art Institute of Pittsburgh
Lawrenceville Catholic
University of Pittsburgh

Learning Skill Center
Taylor Allderdice High School.
The Center A

East Liberty MH/MR
Gladstone Sr. High School
Allegheny Community College
Westinghousp High School
Mycoda
Westinghouse High.School
Northern Area Satellite,

St. 'Francis MH/MR
Karma House



Satellite and Center
participants at the meetingwe

e asked to address

thes-issues:

A. An'explication
of the expectations

of each of the

Satellites
and, the Pitt Centerjin terms of their'

involvement inthe Project. A statement of the

'goals of the Project for eachpatellite and the

Pitt Center.

Each Satellite's
view of the positile and negative

effects of their involvement
with the Center:''Im-'.

pact, meshing at ;expectations,
sharing of pals, etc.

C. A report from the Center-as to the .positive
and neg-

ative effects of their
involvement as a Center;

specific to each Satellite, to the community, to

multi - cultural
"impact, and to the greater University.

What follows is a summarization
of the views presented; informally,

in the fiist
person", at the conference,

by the consultants, observers,

-.and others connected
with the Satellite-Center

Project. For convenience,

the remarks
relata td the different

geographical areas
havebeen con-

densed And separated into those dategories.

Center
University.21fpittsburgh -

Mr. Joseph Werlinich .

1

*

Looking back, historically;
into why we are apart of "this project

we find our personal
motives for affiliation

and,satisfaction
of need,

are coupled with our broader motives for: systemsinteraetion.for

change,
developing a training Model, using fundi to support.many

stu-

. dents (minority groups andothers),
and bring'

people into the'main-

stream.

Wh at we
accoMpliihed, very

positively, was
the use of the funding

to enhance relationships
between diverse groups of people,

and the pro-,

viding of credentialling
for these people by bringing them through the

system at Counselor Education.
Re-creating the meaning,

developing a

'sense of owning or belonging, re-;envisioning
the pibcess of education,

allows the individual to participate
in .a project

of mutual creation

where he feels "invested and involved.
The idea of a process

within a

process is 'the
'foundation pf, the

training model
and for the linkage,

`between Satellites
and. Center.'

In other words, ttre
/Interaction of the

systemat lazge, which is a sample of the possible
impact on the treat-

er 'community.
At any point the unit of interaction can

be seen as a

"model" for another comparable interaction.

Did.we accomplish
what we wanted to do?

Sothe of our frustration

has been that the larger system did not change very much. The minority

grdup members were for the most part, 'brought in" instead of their

taking.part
in rebuilding

hierarchy of decision, making. The people

at theitop are still deciding
Who,will decide.

When the funding stops,

will the positions for minority members disappear
with the "soft money",

hnd-tfie structure
return'to the status

quo.prior to intervention?

.
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Our own need for survival has impeded our progress because of

havingto make apolitical f compromises. Our confrontation with the /

bureaucracy has been blunted by our concern with maintaining what we

have,

Another issue is that Tyr. power and mobility as a collective body

is pretty well limited to movement within the institution. Individually,

however', we have made significant impact- It,is within the sphere of

interpersonal relations and personal philosophy that the project, at

Pitt, has been most. meaningful and suCcesSful. Our connectedness

with the Satellites his provided linkage, dddback, and mutual support.

The community based field sites have served'as vehicles ,for practicing

in other environments whit we practice at Counselor Education. The

scope and worth of the entire project has been enhanced by the coopera-

tion, support, and services provided by the colmitted persons involved.

Boston Satellite - Dr. Jane O'Hern-
t

Entry into a system is one of the issues which concerns us:. how

do you moveinto a system? do people want you? how do you get.people

involved? We have found that in order to go out and impact others've

Must work with our Own people first,with the Field Site personnel,

and within the University. We have now made seme 'real changes within

the department and the University. We have moved frbm a traditional

hierarchy of decision making to sharing in the selection of students

and staff. We have developed with the University a core program hat

will includ5 psychology, psythiartrk, social- work, psychiatric nu sing,

occupational therapy, special education, rehabilitation counseling,r

and others in human services. Newthese schools *11 be collaborative

and provide a core basic to all with which,students can integrate their

/specialties.

One problem is getting the right people at the,, right time involved

iP.the dedlopment of the program. Also, we must plan and make some

decisions beforehand. But communities desire input into what is being

done; and students entering in September react without a sense of

involvement to plans we made the previous March. How can We provide

for a sharing of the vision when all the participants were not part

ofthe process from the beginning?

A truly collaborative and productive relationship with our field

sites has evolved since some of our staff became part of theirs and

some of their people moved to our staff. This is an'example of cost

sharing which is intimately related to the working of the project in

.a positive way. Cost sharing has also allowed us to continue to try

to attract good members of minority groups-to the-University. There

seems to be a big shift taking .place in thearea of financial responsi

bility. Compared with the traditional processes, we have been able

to negotiate with the Vice President of Student Affairs at the University,

and we are doing so with socialagencies, school systems, 'and other

systems.
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Another question-concerns accountability :, have we done anything?

Are we tiding the job we .set out to do? We have been getting both
positive and negative feedback from studentS. .They and our community

,board taught us more than we could have learned in any other way. We

are really starting to talk about community, rather than only about, ..

whom we can get into college. Are we'interested,in feeding into a system

A more competent and far-reaching counseling program, as opposed to

tacking a system that is a challenge because the traditional approaChes
cannot fit in? Where do weprovide training for our students
in an "easy" area where tit-6 experience of one -to -one supervision is:

better, or in a "difficult" area where creative aid 'innovative approac

are a must? And, in what ways can we'cldtter tdprovide some support
for those studpnts, who eventually take jobs in. a system? Can we develop.

peer groups for continuation of purpose and a sense of affinity among

our.graduates/ We lose our potency in many cases when'We'r(alone., -4

It seems likely; ultimately, that our many small activities will

actually change the larger communities within which we move, but over

a longer'time period thah three years.

Duquesne sawitto
The responsibility of using federal funds precipitated the

attitude.that we found ourselves facing:. We must get everything done
in the space of a couple of years. This kind ofimposition gives` immediate
results, but little lasting effect, and we need to move away from that.

Instead, stressing patience, we can experience the initiation of-the

project, stand.back and look at what todk place, then come. back (with

a sense of "ownership" because of the 'involvement) and deirelop what

might be'a new program, different frobi what was instituted when the

funding began.

Brockport Satellite - H Jayne Vogan
.

One of the things that has happened to change our' institutions

has been staff development: The process of giving counseling away..
The repository of mental health does not lie with the few people. who.

have that title. We started in a small way under the auspices of.they

project with any voluntary collection of students, teachers, community
people, administrators, counelors, and whatever human relationships
we had, teaching people to communicate better, doing all the things
of the kind generated by the project, and over four years we progressed

to work with all the administrators in that district. They have now
instituted a training office within the district to pick up where I
leave off, and haVe hired people who'are good, who do-training of

nuclear groups within shcools._ Of nineteenSchools in the district

thirteen have an ongoing projeci for.staff development and re-training

of adults within the shcool. I am still an external consultant, but .
the district has institutionalized this change even though the federal

money is gone. It is somewhat different from other "soft money" projects

in which the money is withdrawn and "nothing remains. Angther aspect is

5 0
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'that we got some publicity from the area schools about what we were
doing and the,University began to feel the need to implement some staff

development within various departments which we have now begun. I

feel that the change coming from 'within the institution of higher
education was, more significant than;those changes motivated by external
agents, even though school districts in the latter category are
farther along in`ille sequence of change.

gi,'D".c.satite-ms.WashintafobiararetLab'ot,
Mr.Carter Bowman

. ..,.,,,

,. . , .

What degree'of success and failure have we expeienced?
4

4

How do we plan change?

How is planned,change implemented?

`How do we deal with people coming in at different

How' do we define tc e needs of thosewe,serve?

How-do we reach or hold the population we are trying, to serve?

aggs 'of the 'process?

These are some of the questions beingraised. Change is'ong of

the only coAstants.in the varieties of our` experience."'

Our,progxam in Washington, D.C. was the only one of the Satellites
that was an in-service program, havingsbeen a public school system and
having'a population projection that was climbing. Our idea was to affect
the people Already on the payroll within the system; this is one way ,

---=="-_-,,,,td-kth- people involved. One difficulty wad-%,to try to maintain a degree,.

of stability in the local sohool and, yet encdnrage the University of
,Pittsburgh to 'accept some of our teachers inteitsTrogram0, knowing
what the loss of those, teachers tothe faculty would mean. fie had

to assess our priorities and one of our strongpst values,seemed to be°

with the personal development of the people, having thelbelief that
thgse people could then make changes in the institution as an indirect
outcome of their personal change. This brings up the committment that
we have to the institution for having'these people return to that setting

- or is our goal really bigger than any one institution?' One thought

is that an advocate for the kinds of service we want to provide can

become part of a network of an extensive system. This is the direction r

toward which the Garnett-Patterson Satellite has been moving. Many
of.us are no longer in the building where we started, 'but the communica-
tion channels among us are still open and, we are still pressing for

, the kinds of things that we want for children. 'We could not anticipate

the constant thange of personnel within the systen, but rather than
see such turnover as a stumbling bloa to progess, we can look on 4,,

as an assist in'itermsof broadening our impact. To evaluate success
or failure we should notoonly see three years within one institution,

but instead see the larger picture,,projecting ourselves In time and



valuing the contribution to the field of Education as a whole system.
Change is a painful process --- with it needs to come an enlarged view
of what we are about. We need to be optimistic and broaden our perspec-
tive and net get caught up in looking at just one setting.

-

.13egardingtthe larger...society, change threatens those who may cur-
. rentV have posy r. Do you thin that people are going to call on us and

say "help me take care of a situation", when that very plea implies a .

loss of previously held power, 'or when we may be the agents who will rid
him/her of power? These who call and ask are not the people who want to
maintain the system as it is., the calls are from, the few peopre who are
invgrd in a situation in which they ate trying te.bringoabout a change,
and in which they have indicated that their survivial in the system is
not the most important factor..Willingness

to risMi to stand up and be
counted, not just to talk abbut it and do nice safe things tq, get it to
happen, is a very personal risk as well as a departmental risky. If we
want.to bring about.changes and the system with, which we deal is too
strong and powerful right now, the big question is "How do we mobilize .
the footsoidiers in such a way:that,they can have.-same impact on what
is going to happen?" How_much and where people can risk in the changing
of institutions relates ta'the question of "How dome prepare people to
know where they want, to go?" It is dependent on where those people see
themselves in terms of their needs for survival, and that is a critical.
issue in-choosing suburban or urbc.s (inner-cityLsites to work in. That
determination haAto be an individual decision. ,

.*
.

Many graduates Othe Pitt program experienced a sense of isola-
tion and confusion when they returned to th0 work world. They felt
under-used, without support frqm the people or existing structure of the
institution. . Peer linkage colAd continue to validate the lived-experi-
ence,at Pitt that is-so difficult to understandynless you have been
through it. It is frustrating to find employers looking only for some-
Oneta help with record'work in the counseling field. With greater
force of numbers of people "impacting" the system perhaps our resources
could be tapped, changes could be felt, and we could do more of the

...

.c

alo Satellite - Ms. Collette dirard

How the model is developed from the very beginning can make a
great deal of difference, in my experience as an administrator. We plan-
ned together to attempt something we felt we had a need for, and we did
it totettier. This planned change was not a very big one, but I do not
think that very big system ehanges come about anyway. My feeling is that
a gradual shaping takes plade. We know what we wanted to do, and we saw
this project as an, oppqrtunity to get something-accomplished. We wanted
to train teachers who were presently in the'inner-city who were operatingon a fairly successful level to become inner-city counselors. Wesworkedtpthis out with condunitiei and those who applied for our program. were Dar
terviewed by a community representative, by the University, and by the -public school systems. We put them in a program that was very much like
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what everyone else gent though; hewever, in addition, they were to spend
twosfull days a week as interns in the schools, with ,the end reiult of

increasing our minority population of counselors. We talk 'about programs,

training people to meet the needs of children, rather than, the "straight"
r9le that we know of social workers, tounselors,;and'others. knumber of

our people are in Title I Schools, and their impact is felt in working

with staff, principals and commu*ties. It has been such that those ser-

vices are being requested and receiving positive evaluation, 'in some-cases
ranking in funding priority above the traditional subjects. The wa e

started initially makes a big difference, in my opinion...The consultant
didn't have to'come.knocking;. we 'opened the door together.

. <

AMA - MT, Frank Burnett, PACES - Dr. Richard Malnati,
NARACES - Dr. Judith Scott

I

There needs t be an emphasis on "follow-up" of support within the'
community for graduates employed' there. Of course, much of the training
given should take place "on location" within the-eothmunity, so that at-
titudes, abilities, and rdlationships can grow and be appropriate for the

setting.. Most of us are located in the city. Can the power behind'chang-

escbe sustained, unless we focus on supporting the individuals-who are
out working in the communfty a.oner

We do good things and can communicate face-to-face, but ye musede-
velop as a prdfessional body that an infjuence decision makers. We need

to be aware of public relations. The clients we delft with are not in a

position to explain how effective we are. We must become more conscious
4

of communicating Our program to other kinds of people. 'How can the Na:-

tional OTganization use its communications channels to tell people what
has happened in this Center-Satellite Program? There has been sothe in-

formal filtration of new ways of training, ofinpact systems, in the pc-
fessional organizations. In what ways can APGA, PACES, NARCES and other
professional organizations be an outlet for sharing what has been learned

so that others.may try also

Fieid Sites:,-----8/ackStUar;151. Ve*nóifiilie
,Mare Area High Mr. James Duerr

The evaluation of the project need not 1b measured by top dianges in

institutions alone. The kind of change that/should not be ignored is that
which happens on a one-to-one level, in the farther roaches of the institu-

tion that no one, reports. As a training model we can often use energy bet-

ter for humawdevelopment on a pergonal level. Meeting a teacher and.rod-

.
cling fonoheran interaction with the class may serve-her needs more than,
an official program that does not toue4 her. Look at the foot sOdiers ase
well as the officers when you are considering the question of success b
impidmentingchange. ,

We must pay attention to the peopi we are dealing with at the field

site end at the, University --. formally or informally, someone who has "po-,
litical," power and know-how must relate.to school administrators, teachers,

counselors, and the "Board". 'We need a person ho knobs his way around. the

district am4 believes in what we are doing, who can ddalliith all kindsrof

,Teaille at different levels with different titles.



Submare

Underlying the projects were many value*, some of which were foreign
to academia, or which had little.influence there. Especially significant
was valuing eoMmetment to students over commitment to professional or insti-
tiitional structures; valuing processes over productse-Valuing ambiguity
rather than finality; and valuifig that which has been leaened through life
experience rather than valuing only f renal course experiences which can be
validated by transcripts. .

A significant project mode ls the provision fqp differential learn-
ing styles rather.than the traditional assumption of uniform learning
style.. The pr jects introduced sucleinnovative features as cooperative
adelosions, community in-pat, and field,pased learning. TO what extent do
these values still exert influence?

These valus indeed continue to exert an influence on the academic
coevnity and on societyeat large. Witness the growth of the Humanistic
Education Movement, the deeeloptent bf institutional tangents like the
University witheat walls and others, the acceptance ef the Fr'pe Learning ,
Environment by some publit schools, and the increasing emphasis on counsel-
ing ihe student with his personal needs, as a whole person rather than
solely as ,an academic performer. Teeple ikall settings in the community
have been and are continuing to be infliiended by those.who experience and
therefore knole that there is more to learning thah thoclassroom,erades,
and cognition. There has begun a willingness to use a devblopmental ap-
proach, creating within the tramework4 way to Qeet student and community
needs before a breakdown occurs.

There aresorae-whei anticipated an ultimate return to the "'traditional"
approach in asademia, &telt seems, likely that at least sere. small but
growing eddy of charges will continue to happen; we have after all, changed
quite a bit sincejleeckens wrote about a Child's Life in England. The North-
eastern EPDA/PPS Center-Satellite Project was a step in the elirection. of
hi t e th lity ofeeeleeeetien,for minorities, majorities; indeed, for
all people in the system.

ft
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3. The Doctoral Progran at the University

,of Pittsburgh's Counselor- Education Program:

History, Description and Analysis

in Terms of Value Ciitegbries

Ebnald A. WMurray, Ph.D

9

The University of Pittsburgh has been training counselors for Over
thirty years; From its inception until 19(2, the counselor training pro-
gram was the responsibility of the Department of secondary Education. In
1962, the Department of Counselor Education was established as a separate
graduate program. (_ am Jpsysipat, 1971, p. 28).

Since the beginning *f the Counselor Education Program the emphasis
has been on the --development of the Masters of Education Degree. When *a

.feW students hid completed the Masters De'Rrthey were' retained as
graduate assistants to help train inconiq M.2stersDegree students. Thus,

'.a need for an advanced degree program was felt. The response to this need
was to creSte al/actoral Program in Counselor Education. The Doctoral
Program began in the school year 1964-6S, with an enrollment of ten (10)
students,. ths had grown to an enrollment of one hundred-seventy beginning
and continuing students (170) in 1972-7:i. this growth was greatly aided by':
federal support (financial) for doctoral.studento,prog - Description, I
1971, p. 38).

. -..
Q

d,--, SinCe!the Masters Program was the established training program in .

e the department, and the Doctoral Prograrl -was deS:eloted in response to .stu-,
dent needs (rather khan by 'aesigm), the latter program became an expansion
of the basic rationale of the former program.

This is not to imply that the developed Doctoral Program is not an
entity in its on riWnt. Rather, it recognices_Oe.fact that many of the
chnracteristits present in 'the prograrimay also 13e found in the Masters
Program.

0
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o

on of the TrainieleDeete

The purease of this section is to describe carefully the design of
the, Pectoral Program in counselor education. To'faeililate understand-
ing of the total program, the data will be presentetrin three segments;
Rationale, Theoretical Conceptualiinition, and Implementation. The first
eeetion will explain the basic assumptions.bohAd the program; the second
will delineate the theoretical constructs of the training design; and the
third, which is divided into two sections, will describe the character-
isties ere the program and provide a pvlicyesciences perepeetive of the
ireqemented program.

Rationale r.

lhe Doctoral Program was devbloped from a number of basic assump-
tioae concerning training. Since the' rationale Of the program was never
explicitly recorded in any official or non-official documents, the ,writer"
gleaned eigheNba sic assumption statementS from a variety of sources

1968, and Interviews with pest and. press faculty. and administrative
NaltaL21:12MEAtiaLKatille.1974, SCAM Report, 1.973,'-iMq11e21°TTY..te

members and presented them to the pre/ent faculty for their reactions.
The participaifteevere asked to'atherWagree" or "disagree" with the
stated assumption and t© add any additionerbasie assumption. statements
to the already existing eight. 7,

CO

the eight haste assai ti.ons and an explanation of each follow:

1. The basic re 'dna -of the, )oeMellaluam is ajimszlagsa91_
the ratio nele of the !esters PreemeleteecOunselor education at the Univer-

firh. This assumptioneetemeefrom the awareness that the,
r-

Master Program developed in the totineeier EducetioqeDepartmente an the
'Pectoral Program evolv'ed out of tOe leareingdontext.ofkhe Rasters he-
gram. Of the 7 percent of the faculty members who reepb4ed, all except
ope, (9070 aAreed with this basic 'assumption. The-reservition suggested
by the one dissenting faculty member was that there is an assumption also
that the beginning dectoral student has experienced and.assimilafed many
of the personal development 4xperiences (i.e., group'proness, pre-practi-
cue, experieetial lye oriented course work, etc.) of the.Weters Progra.
Therefore, the emphasiS of the Doctoral' Program leans towed expounding
and strengthening professional development, particularly in the areas of
content, writing, analytic skills, and practical research. A second

.

faeulty member, though supporting the basic assumption, suggested the
sane idte(i.e.,.that there is more emphisis on theoretical constructs,

lenowledge, writing, nearizing, etc., at the Doctoral level than
eith Maeter students).

(
L,,.

-.lee e the le4IMYJ.L2M2Rtlaallte120e
p. 1). All of the tacolt -agreed with thie assumption. The statement
implice that a,iraining program should focus on developing the "total",
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person. The simple acquisition, of knowledge and skills is not sufficient
'-tb sake one a professional in the helping profession5; the p canal dpvel,.
opment of the student must also be engaged in the.process. B th parts of
a participant (person - learner) must be engaged, intensified and extend-
ed by the training program that seeks to develop a "professio 1" fully
(Curl, 1974, p. 43).

3. Individuals learn at different rates. The assumption is that
individuals enter the program at'afferent educational "places" and move
through the program at different rates of speed. Therefore, a training
program must design means of working with individual difference54and
provide the necessary flexilklityo accommodate them. One hundred per-
cent of the responding faculty "agreed" with this statement. One faculty
member, in support of thisssue, raised the pertinent question: Because
some students have demonstrated competencI'es outside of this department -
prior to coming to it, or upon leaving it - which-pas an'ffeetn
program; how much acquired experience counts as ooc.toral-competeneYi.

4. Learning is4a developmental process. Closely aligned with the
preceding assumption, this statement suggests that learning experiences
are temporal and therefore can be sequentially planned,: All of the re-

, sp?nding faculty agreed with this'assumption.
C 5

Ais2gpplastasis a vehicle for development (Impact, 1968,
pzil): This statement suggests that the planned use of groups and
groupings can greatly enhance the development of a person at both the
personal and professional levels'(Curl, 1974, p. 44). All of the fac-
ulty accepted this assumption. Many of the learning experiences in the
training program are, therefore, structured in groups of varying sizes
to facilitate different intents of personal professional development.

A The purpose seemed to be to create an environment of varying closeness
and openness where participaiits could experience themselves in relation
to °tilers, the content and. the process., One faculty member suggested
that the aanging focus of groups and gioupings within the programs were
for Vhe4urpose of creating ambiguity whichwould force''the learner to
identify the self as the source oflmeaning and power.

6. Supervision is a developmental process (Impact, 1968, p. 4).
The assumption is that supervision is not an isolated activity directed
solely toward, developing counseling skills in a person. Supervision has
both an extensile and intensive developmental focus,thereby moving a
student from where he is when he enters the where he should
be as *a:vempetent Proiesionalr-- All of the _faculty agreed with this as-
sbmption.

Intenrdiseiinlearni of develo
ei2 on. The underlying g premise is that personal and professional

opment in the elping professions are enhanced by an interdiciplinary

0
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approach. Again the emphasis is on the development of the "total" person.
Therefore, other disciplines (e.g.., Psychology, Anthropology, Sociology,
Child Development, Social'Work, Business, etc.) can offer significant
contributions to the' preparation of a well rounded individual. One hundred
percent of the responding faculty considered this statement to be correct.

8. Program planning and organization is a developmental milieu in
the context of training. (Impact, 1968, p. 4). The assumption 'is that
because program planning is an important part,Of training, it should be
flexible and responsive to the need of the learner. There is also an
assumption that learning is enhanced in a training program which allows
the student tp assume much of the responsibility for his own learning
(Curl, 1974, p. 45). The total responding faculty accepted this assump-
tion.

A few of the associated comments bylaculty members suggest that
not only is program planning a developmental environment for learning,
but that aSit develops within the total context of training it.also en-
hances that training process. One faculty meutber indicated that the con-
tinuous program development atmosphere contributes to the possibility-of
faculty and students becoming colleagues in assessing, building and par-
ticipating in the development of that plcgram.-

Adifferent perspective, contributed 14, one of the faculty members,
is expressed in terms of the "minnow theory" of staff ,development. This
theory suggests that if all faculty swim the same pattern, then someone
(the student) will getlithe message, eyen if s/he cannot understand it.

The eight basic assumptions,:plus the commentary, suggest that the
program ethphasizes a move away from traditional models*of education. As
on faculty.member noted, the assumptions' indicate that meaningful educa-
tion-lies in reversing, or,at least changing, the traditional educational
emphasis, i.e.., more focus on process and experiential learning, and less
on the.strictly content oriented program. These eight basic assumptions,
th6n, form the basis for the theoretical concnptualization of a different
view of a training program.

In order to further the understanding of the training design,- the
theoretical conceptualization of the'prograa-kli be delineated in'the
,following section. A global perspective of the system will be, presented
:along with a view of the internal functioning of this program. Both
perspectives are directed' toward understanding,the person's interaction
with the system.
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Theoretical Conceptualization

The,conceptualization of the Doctoral Program in Counselor Education
can best be understood if it is presented from two different perspective.
The first perspective will be a.global picture.from the Management point
of view. A question w1,ich would help focus on this perspective might be:
What are the processes/and conditions which must be controlled in order
to design a program Of'one's own making?. The second perspective is that
of the internal functioning of the department.. The questions which 'woulli
help focus on this perspective might be: Given an autonomous environment,
how can the.-'various internal elements, processes, and conditions be com=-
bined to maximize the basic assumption (the person is a learner - the
learner is a person) about training a counselor?

A Global Prespective

According to Dr. Guthrie, the first chairperson of the Doctoral Pro-
gram, the most Critical conditions that must be cohtrolled by the depart-
ment are time, territory, and boundary .maintenance (Interview, 1974).
Time is described as a commitment by faculty and student to a one, two, or
three year program. Territory (space) refers to degrees of isolation be-
tween the department and the rest of the University.' It also refers to
the need for anintact, or "in house", program where.students stay.within
the department for their learning experiences as much as possible and out-
side faculty, lecturers, consultants, etc. are brought.in. The exception
to this is when a student leaves the department to complete an expanded
major. Boundary maintenance refers to the process of maintaining one's
own time gnd space once they have been acquired. This is A. process of.
warding off encroachment of other systems, thereby maintaining the identity
and autonomy, of the primary system. Guthrie characterized this process in
terms of political negotiation - of changing of external rituals.- Ohe
must be aware of what the'externgl systems need in order for them to func-
tion,. This, then, becomes the data that one provides. The objective is
to maintain one's system's autonomy,, and not to be absGrbed into the ex--
ternal rituals of 'the other system. Therefore, what takes place is that
one model (orsystem) is constantly confronting the other, and the con-
fiontations,are'handled by political negotiation.

Dr. Ruch, the second chairperson of the Department, also verbalized
the importance of boundary maintainers (Interview, 1974). He stated that
the chairperson's role is that of ... "keeping the greater -superstructure
off the actor's baCks." The more open the primary systeth is toward the
larger system, the more dissipated are its effects on the participants.
It loses the intensity it has as an autonomous system. So, he viewed his
role as that of a "broker (of) the system," maintaining the necessary
boundaries to'insure the autonomy of the system and actors.

.Once the time, space, and boundaries are established, the program
has the necessary potency to -design inductively its own environment;
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(the participants within the system function around the different process
es, such as, reward systems, norms, decision making, etc.). The partici-
pants can now Organize, reorganize, make decisions,4and design patterns of
curriculum and comminicatibn.that best fit theiNneeds:'

In summary,.the adminiitritors gain control of the program's time,
space, and boundaries and allow the elements (the faculty, students, and
content) to organize, reorganize and manipulate their own processes to
maximize the learning outcomes. With this understanding of the global
perspective of the system, it is time to explore the internal functioning
of the autonomous system.

Internal Functioning ,

The second perspective, that Of the banctioniAg of the de-
partm nt, can best be 'explained by describing some of the basic concep-
tualtual s ructures within the program. Guthrie*(Interview, 1974)'had stated
that o e time an0 space were accounted for, then the participants in the
autonomous system could indUctively.design their own environment. This
could be, done by the manipulation of their components of a system - .
elements, processes, and conditions. (These three interactive components.of a

.,
system were borrowed from the writings of Charles P. hoomis (1960),

a sociologist under whom Dr. Guthrie studied at Michigan State University.)

The elements in a system are the substantive components of the
tem (peciple, courses*, things, etc.)- The processes are the ways the e e-
ments Are related to.one a

n
then, or the ways they interact (groups, semi-

nars, lectures, etc.). Tlie)kenditions are the requirementS'of territory
(space), time, and size. (These three components are obviously paralleled
between systems and internal to any singular system.) Loomis adds clarity
to this point when he writes: 1

The elements and processes constitute the
working components, the parts and articu-

'latini funetions'of the social system....
(these) components;.. constitute the cen-
tral core of social structure. (But)...'
both space and time are to a certain ex-
tent utilized as systems attributes, as
facilities, but they are never.completely
controlled by the system's members and are,
therefore, arbitrarily classified as con-

. ditions (Loomis, 1960, p.:37).

a

The internal processes are.therefore subject-to conditions whichcan never be completely Controlled. Dr. Guthrie agrees with' this viewwith one reservation. He maintains that the"degree to which space andtime are-established and controlled by a system isjthe degree to whichthat, system also hascontrol of the elements and processes., Conse-
quently, tihe degree to which the Counselor Education Department_controls

GO.
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the timecommitment of staff and students, and the degree to which it es-

tablishe and maintains spatial autonomy, influences the degree of control
(i.e. flexibility, manipulation; organizational ability) the participants
have over their interactions (elements and processes). This meansithat
since the Counselor Education Department had established a major degree
of autonomy (control of time, - space, and boundary maintenance), the parti-.
cipants could organize and reorganize the internal elements, processes and
conditions in any manner they wanted, in an attempt to obtain the results
they desired.

Guth*ie provided a schematic expl ation of this system in the Impact

Report, (1968). The components of the social system are presented in sum-,
mary form in the following-outline (Impact, 1968, p. 10)4

Elements

FIGURE I

SOCIAL'SYSTEMS

Content , Manifestations

Participants- Content

Processes Seminar' Materials
Group FaculM
Supervision Students

Conditions Time Extension
Space Intensity

Pittre I suggests, not only an interrelatedness of the three compo-
nents, but also.a hierarchial direction of tystemic movement. COnditions

set the ground-work or environment upon which or within which, processes can
be developed to give the elements a meaniN-and direction. Therefore, to
develop -a training program in which the processes work to insure the achieve-
ment of any;value demands, requires the greatest possible utilization.of that
system's ability to control the conditions. Guthrie states this more suc-

cinctly when he writes:

Critical then, to (the),..desi orb. a. full

training program, is--the_prima y of establish-
ment of conditionswithin which processes are
facilitated and into which elementsare placed.'
Elements IlAve meaning only within processes.
and processes develop onTy'untler conditions.
If these elationshipS are not congruouS, if
elements, processes and conditions take on
meaningfapart from each other, the structure
of the program will be.essentiallY changed and.
new premises will have to be developed as
programcrationale (Impact, 1968, pp.'13-I4):
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. The discussion., thus far, hag been focused on explaining the neces-
sary 01 rat in a social system and how they interrelate. One element
w t be developed further, is tl)e function of the participants
in v.question, "How does one learn; or develop, within the

. . "frame Or system?" arises. Guthrie views learning or development
:.."as acomplex series of piocess affecting the whole person" (Impact,'
1968, #. g). He asserts that asystem must engage the learner at a number

b of different levels of functioning, if the possibility of maximum learning
-is to take place. The various levels of functiong at which a program must
engage a participant during trainirig,ae outlined in Figure II. f"

.14...

,

/ FIGURE II

PERSON

Behavior Systems

' Sensory
Motor
Verbal

_Process Systems

Cognitive
Affective

Experience

Type\ of Engagement

observing
Doing
SSying

'Thinking tUnderstanding
Feeling - Attitude

Being - Becoming

(Impact,.1968, p.."9)

The left column indicates three levels'of functioning - behavior;
process and experience: The right column correlates each level-of func-
tioning with he activity which engages that lev.pl of functioning. Guthrie'
suggests that in order to employ this hierarchy system in a training rm-

. gram; it is necessary to gstablish experiences, within the program, which
will forbe the person to work or process these events-through his behavior-
al systelO(Impact, 1968, p. 13). The underlying assumption is that learn-
in; or development, takes place by an upward movement through the levels
of functioning (Figure II). The participant experiences an event. This / fT

experience is processed"cognitively and effectively, thus manifesting it-,
0 self in a forth of behavior. The developed person, then, has reached a de-

gree'of functioning where these three levels are well integrated and func-
tiOning simultaneousIy,"with the resulting behaviOr representing the inte-
gratioh of these functions)(Curl, 1974, p. 44). Guthrie summarizes this
when he writesr-

The end result, tbe complete system facilitating
the fully functioning person would enable the
person to be,send become and to so' extend his
being through his feelings and meanings that his

'behavior expresses what 1e is and is becoming.
(Impact, 1968, p. 13).-
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How does thA4 Irks tem help a person express what he is arid is
*.t.becoming? 46 scheme btthe trhining program has three components:

elements, processes, and dohdIV.ons. Similarly, the scheme of the person
has three components: behavidrprocess; and experience. This Aection
will explain the combining of the two outlines in order to sharpen the
focus on the relationship of elements to behavior', processes to processes,
and conditions to experiences -in a total conceptual design, thils showing'
how the systeM helps the person.

/ y The program is designed, to provide a learning environment withiri

, which the participants can observe,'Ao, say, think, feel, live, and.be-
come whatever they desire. The folloWing design combines the two schemata
- the person and the social system.- in order to show the parallelism at
each level. 4 -

FIGURE- III

1MRSON\ AND SOCIAL SYSTEM
,

Relations and -
Person 7iteWis 1 Social System\

Behavior Elements

Sensory Observe Lectures. -Content'

Motor' - -PP Books Materials
Verbal Say Leaders Faculty

Supervisors I Students

Processes Processes

Understand Think 'Discussion Seminars
Attitude " Feel Interpersonal Group Process

Learning 7SuperYisory
Application

of,Learning
Process

Counseling
Personal

Learning.

Process,

Experience

Be
Become

Extend
Intensify

Conditions

Time
Space

(Impact, 1968, p. 9)

Figure III illustrates that the person and the system &teract and
relate at parallel levels of functioning. The key, then, to facilitating
learnihg in ihe person is the relationship and interaction between the

.4_ a 6 :3
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levels of the person and those of the system. The focus becomes the.
middle part of the design, the Relation and Interaction. Dr. Guthrie
emphasizes this:point by stating:

Thus (in any program) the attempt is to create
,relationships and interactions that will facili-
tate an emphasis in function upon interpersonal
processes. The person and his levels of func-
tion and the system and its levels of function
are drawn out beyond their own internal struc-
tures and mutually brought together within .a

'process of interpersonal function and responsi-
bility (Impact, 1968, p..11).

The emphasis of training, therefore, is not-on either the person
or the system, but on movement odtward from both. This movement is ac-
complished by facilitating the interpersonal processes that serve on

2 the'one hand to elicit an ,experience in the person, and on the other,
tp'a119 that experience to extend or intensify itself through a mani-
fest behavior. .-Perhaps Guthrie states this concept best when he writes:.

...most (programs) do not depend heavil upon
or move direct? to engage The in ra-personal
systems; Nei her do. they establish as primary
a social system structure upon which they
heavily depend or from which they ususally
functiop. Rather, they encourage,povement
outward from person and system by facilitating
processes which bring together persons as
. learners and learners as persons in such a way
that they engage fully in cognitive-affective
process development under a set of conditions
in which each person can be and become, extend
and intensify his learning and his person
(Impact, 1968, pp. 11-12).,

t

s6.

To summarize the $above the conceptual design of the Doctoral Pro-/

gram.in Counselar Education is the explanation of the relationship, and
interaction of the behavioy,-processeseamd-e-iieriences of the .participant
andof the. elements, processes and coMitions of the, system. In other
words, the, trainingsprogram was designed around:

1) elements that would stimulate 'and engage'
particiants behavior systems

which in turn would eljicit engagement of
thqjr cognitive-affec ive 'systems creating
energy for

. .

2) process sessions intend d to facilitate shared
thinking and feeling that would lead to under-
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standing and open attitude
'.that would encourage participants to extend

themselves and intensify their involvement
with themselves and others so that under the

3).conditions provided they could experience a mode
of Wing, living and becoming with themselves
-and each other (Impact, 1968, pp. 12-13). .

When the person experiences an event in the system, and can be or
become, he gets extended back through his feelings and meanings into a
behavioral expression of what he is and is becoming. The program, then,
operates to move down the levels of functioning to engage the basic ex-
periences of the person find. then back up to a manifestation of this ex-
perience.in behavior (Curl, 1974, p. 47).

This discussion has explicated the major component of the training
program design; i.e., the system, the person, and the relitionship and
interaction of each. The extension and intensification of the learner
constitutes the primary objective of the training method.-To show how
this conceptual design operates, an examination was made of the documents-
pertinent to the program,(e.g. Plan of Operation marl_ technical reports;
College of"Education Bulletin; NCATE Report, personal files-ofnchairppr-
sons, TTT Re ort, etc.) ,plus audio-taped interviews with the adininistra-
tors an faculty member s who worked in the de tment.

The interviews were conducted with faculty members and administra-
tors who were present at the inception of the program and remained in the
department for not less than three years. All of the interview were

-_conducted in person, or by telephone/ depending on the location of the
intertiewee. 4-

/rhe interview consisted of five questions which were developed from
the social process.map of Policy Sciences. The focus was on eliciting
the interviewees' perspective concerning: 1) The immediate results a
graduate would gain having completed the program (coutcomes); 2) the long
range results (effects); 3) the methods and techniques employed i- the
program to bring about the desired outcomes and effects (strategies);;
4) the use of time and space (situation); and 5) an appraisal of the pro-
gram.

The following section will discuss the implemeritation of the con-
ceptualization from two perspectives. First the basic characteristic of
the program will be presented. Then tho interaction of the participants
will be examined through the Policy Sciences framework of social process.

65
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implementation

This section will attempt to identify and articulate many of_the
issues and unique.aspects of ,the training during the history of the pro-
gram. In addition,he second part of this section will explain the
social process of the program'by describing the interaction of the parti-
cipants of the program in their'attemat tofmaximize educational Ofects.
The present task is to illuminate theltany.characteristics of the train-
ing design in order to gain more through understanding of the unique-
ness of the training program.

0 , c -\

Recruitment and SelectiOn

The recruitment and selection of participants for the program is
viewed as a critical function. The seledtion of students is approached
from a clinical perspective, 'recognizing that there is= one "best"
Oredictor of counselor success. Although a Timber of criteria ar used
(e.g:, Quality Point Average, Miller Analogies Test Score, Letters of v
Recommendation, Prior Experiences, etc.) the key component of the iwoce-
dures is the group interview. Aenever possible applicants arerequested
to come to the campus to participate in a two hour group interview, ,Uiu-
ally thdtere,eight to ten appliFants and two faculty members (or one-
faculty member. *and' one graduate assistant), at the interview. The format
of the group interview is varied fr'om year to year. 'Sometimes it0is
totally unstructured7 and at other times it is partially, structured and

. ,partially unstructured.' \-
°

The assumption underlying -this admissions procedure is that an
"ideal" admissions-procedure.should reflect the nature of the training .

program. Thislallows an applicant going through the selection process to
-`gain some sense of whit the program would be Like. It also allows the

interviewers to Observe the applicant functioning'in'ar, envirenmedt re-
sembling that of the program,

Sinbe not all applicants can attend a group session, arrangements
areqnade for individual interviews by one or more faCulty members in per. -.
son or by telephon ,e. Another process is used for "inheuse" admissions,
ise1/4,admissien of those students who are at the time .in* the Masters Be..
gre0Progtam and applying to the Doctoral Program. Those'applicants are
_admitted by some .form of total faculty response (vote) coapensus, single
faculty support, etc.). Itshould be noted that those 'students had pre-
Niously been admitted-to the Masters Par by a similar admissions
process.

The major criterion for admission into the program is clinical'
judgment by one or more faculty members. AlthoUgh paper credentials ire
considered, there are no cut-off points (beyond those established by Ae
Vniversity) definitely adhered to, so, that an assessment of the applicant's
potential as a counselor and of his receptivity of this tyPit-Of'training
is-critical j.n an admissions decision (Curl, 1974, p. SS). These proce-
dures, it is believed, lead toothy: selection4f ...a different kind of educa-
tional personnale one who is a risk-taker/ indeRendent, creative
and interested' in a blend of content' with interperSonal process..

if;
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Another critical factor- in the selection process is the belief that
students are potent resource personnel. They represent'different areas, .

haverunique past experiences, and havP individual ways of responding to,'.
interacting witheand influencing theiproceSses of the program. Thuse

-students are encouraged to take .the active role in designing their educa-
t ional future by serving as.active resource persons in the total process'.,
(arson suggests, Students can be gaet1 for each other; but somehow we'
have blinded ourselves to this fact and as.a result wp are neglecting our,
most potent resource for change" anpace, 1968, p. 48), The Doctbral.
Progivm is designed to make use of-tvery important educational element,

staff, as well as stedents,;are carefully recruited and selected *
.(faculty Interview, 1974). the selection of staff, the objective seems
to be to achieve both homogeneity and heterogeneity. Homogeneity in rola-

. Lion to comnefence and commitment to the processes of the progiame'and
%eteiogeneity in terms of teaching and supervfeyry styles, counseling
orientation, philosophical outlook, areas of special competence, and ways
Of relating t4 students. To maximize the effect of this heterogeneity
'all faculty neebere eyrve as advisors to the stidents and participate in
the de vision making processes o? the program.

Program Sequence .- The Doctoral Program *

.The Doctoral Program follows a general pattern of three stages.
First,, a diagnostic phase. In'spite of the careful selection and.admissions
procedure, the total faculty has lead ..little experience with a new eeoun of
participants upon whichib bialdeemeaningful'training program. e Therefore,
the, fieeet-e-ight to ten weeks of training nave become a diagnostic phase.
Curridular. experiences are almost totally prescriptive, aN1 common input
charaterizes the program. In approxiin'ately two months the faculty and stu-,
dente have intekaci&I in enough situations and around enough content, and
issues fee useful descriptive and appraisal statements.about students,
-their learning modes and competencies to be made. Therefore,. the program
moves into its second stag.

The second stage,.an individuakied learning phase, .is characterized
by students learniIng in many different situations (seminars, independent
stud,- groups, etc.) which are deemed necessary and appropriate by both th6
.student and the faculty. This phase ig An attempt teeespond to individual
needs, learning steles, raiese5f learning, end preferred outcomes (both
prograematic and individuall. Then, as students gain experience through
interactilit within the program aed it outside'settings the program moves
into its third.etage.

Vnting the third etage, the majority of work is, often dona'exeernal
to the program. The student, at this times is eple to conceptualise and
apply skills and Yearnings on his/her own,4 eThiephase is characterized
by student completing their selected areas of competency and thi extended
or expanded majors, and beginnieg to work on .a dissertation topec. Most
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of the work is highly indlvidualized) and the programmatic response i5
tt provide means for students to complete't areas of stated competency.

notion of phases ip a developmerital one, not linked to specific
periods of time. In fact) in the program's most idealized form) differ-
ent students would he in different phases at the same time: ,,The ability
of the program to respond to such difeeren2es is theballnark of an.in-
_dividualized training program.

tructures

number of structural arrangements hive been designed, and operate
in the training program. Each is brietiy identified and described; In
texas of the conceptual framework of the design. these structures are
kucliwn as etenents

1. tore faculty. The Ractbral Program has a core faculty of for
to 5iN 7embers who serve the (Unction of providing,i base foriproodnatic
lolanning.and continuity. This is not to suggest that other faculty ciwn

,

ors, do not play a part in the progrgM) for in the Bourse of two or more.
ye,ars-eaCh student tae some cpntact. with a11 the faculty, and the total
Faculty Shares- in planning the program.

:. Double practicup. A double practice m arrangement is used to
train students' in a number of specieit -interventions in the training pro.
grail, The essence, of OR' "double practicW"is the unique relations ip
bettfeen faculty) Doctdral ,tridents. and Masters Degre students. The Doc-
toral student enkages in training activities with Masters studente. The
faculty supervOe the Doctoral students* activities. ,"Dolible practica"

. are developed in supervision, coun$01ing, greupwork, teaching and pro-
gram management. In all of these dreas the personal and cynical experi
.ences are built in some support base, These take many formsg. planning

' sessions, analytic evaluations, feedback.sesitms, sessions designed to
build up-research and theoretical backgrounds,' or seminars designed to
support competencies in various areas.,

3. Advisors. In 'order to progide the student with personal sup.
port and a direct link with the progiln) an advisor is Selected by each
student from among the total faculty' Vie advisor is usually selected
during the second stage of the program, and this relatioitiship is main
tained until foo student compl6tes the pregtar;4

4. foripetency col-rmittees. In order t6 assist the ,doctoral stu.
dents in the, individualiption phase of their program a ammittee of
thrde advisor and two other faculty criers ) was developed. The con-
ittedstresponsibility is to work With the student in the design of his!
her Doctorate progra and to fIonitor the participant's progress in
mteting the conditieWs of the design. Once the designed doounent is a'
proved by the,. three member cumittees, it is submitted to the total fac-
ulty for appriva

6
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-S. Field place7lent-, In order to provideIhe udeilts wtth a prag-
matic arem in whieip to demonstrate their skills,,the program arranges
for a variety oflearning'-sttuations throughout the.community.
schools, mental health cinters, drug ahuse ctnter,s, etch tudents usally selef,;t,a specific field site to'clinctarwith the gonISof their'
individualind pYogran for a year, cach site is.supervistd b a faculty
menher and for dOtoral students it us often used as the arena for the

4double practicu:=1 learit'Jng sttuattons.

4
Processes

Accordine, to il,2272'3, the proe,essqs of a social syqtem.are the way
various elements in a .system interacT,'o'relate to one another ,;(1960,

tL6, The Programs in Ounselor F.daeLltion were constantfy seaing new
w4b of expanding the proCessapplicahle to training students. There
fore, the history of the program is one of m'anigulating old and new
cesses in some di,verent way, in an atteript-to impro tre counselor train-

, What follows-are process issues that have 'emerged from tine exper.
tences oe developing a progr,pmHover a period of seven to eight yeArs.,.

. The 7eans seleeted-to explicate these processes are, to discuss first
the implicit processes existing in the:prograln, and then the more expli
cit processes,- There will, of course, he ,s;N)me overlap between the to
sets of processes, as wel : as'heteen several of the structural quaii.-

c tie just mentined and their dynams, or process qualities, mentioned
here.

a

Processes

Yuch of what a student L?arns fr,om an educational program occurs
inplicttly or sometimes even covertlF. As l/atibert,. (1971), suggests,
the "silent curriculum" ,of any prograr is. a powerful medium for learrring.

,.C5rQn, (19711, liNerscores this same theme when he AinAISSO5 the impor .
tance of heing aware ff the "incidental learning,' thatftakes place in
upervision, or for-i%at natter, in any curriculUm.. Sevqral of the

'plicit processes in the training program in*luded!

1, Deductive verses inductive inquiry. The progran proviees
learning nituations which allow a student to experience both 190; sys.
tor. There is an aumption made within the 'department thatmUch of:the
students'piar educational experience has relied heavily on a deductii,re
modeof learning (extypt in the case of doctoral studentsovho received
Master.5 Degrees from this department;. Therefore, early and extensive
attention is focused on ii dutive, self-discovery mods.of learning,'
inductive mode, of course, is applied more readily to certain content
areas Wounseling, flroup, Supert:,ision etc.0 then to others (Social Sys
tem., .'.=rogram Pevelapment, etc..

txpertential learning, :Xaralleling the inductive -approach to
learning is..a strong enphasi-on.experienttal learning, Students are
given many opportunities ad situations where they could experience cog.

6 9 ea
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r at n ire and afeotive pro cesses fdrst hand. From this basis and refovonce:
decoriptive, coneeptual; analytic and syythe.tte understandings arejl,c
velop. Atteopts are rade to use.te students'prior experipnces, thi e of
other students, and those of the faeultx and staff, along with theOesent
exrernencec,tF) articulate and expand the experiential bases for 10 ing. N

IntenoLfication and extensification. It was suggested 2
oarlier sectioa that the intent of tee training program was not to focus
soiely an either the person or thesysten, but to inco*rate both by fo

stag i,an inTividpal,s-interpersonal processes. This focus; would eli-
cit is the person an experience that could then be extended or intensified
through some ranifest behavior within the system (tmpact, 1968,°p. 11-12).

A An ind2viduak,s programis intensified through invBITeht in specifically
found pi-elects or thmigh'parEicipation in specifically constructed group.
an ;s. It 's .N.tended bs," programmatic creation of curricular options;

:e5, etc. A participantls program can be intensified or
xtended at an9 :en period of tine, as learning styles dictate or as

orsonal needs,:arise,.

4. IndividOal Cation. Poi;sibly the dominant Implicit process with
program is the attempt to provide an individualized program for

, each student. Within'd,frameworluf general competencies, deemed;neces-
sary and appropriate by the core Tacurty, the individualization proAss
-41ggelAs prograrqatic responses to ihdiyiduai students, (i.e their.
/earning styles, ptec,3 and outcomesi. It is conceivable, within a

thgrT1 of is nature, float each student could have a totally-lunique se-
quonce dna r.ange-of learning activities, with different ways,of dehton-
1,;tr,;;t2hg professional; competency after the initial stage of theeprogr

,

S. SetpOnee arty paCing. '.Secivencing (ordering. of:content.Presenta-
pacing (rate of learning experiences) are iMportaat.process

Aons. Individual scheddles are adjusted to respond .to these two
variabloosconsequentlyi, many programmatic developmentdbcisions are
basedton these variables,

}). rsonal'and professional divelument..'The training program
holds tbat,the develtment of the self and the self as a professional are
duai,training processes. The program encouraged such prOcessei as*en-
countering, dialoguing, und becoming, as well as, teaching practice, su-
pervision, and theory development. There is a complimentary mingling of
the rNcesse of personal development with the'pioeess,e of content mas-
tery. 'Write assumption seems to be that the process of 1;ecoming a profess-
ional involves development of self, as much a.acquisition of professional
gills, theories or tchnigues. As Guthrie suggests; "The person is a
learner the learner is a person." (Impact 1968, p.

Explicit Proeesses

o----------,,,

Most of-the implicit .p
throunh the f011owing'processes:

R:

t

s. within the gram were made evident
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l Staffing/ (lxrpts from staffings have beenbvidedt ped as

Part of this project.). The staffing process can be considers e core
ner stone of the program. This process involves the evaluation. 0 stu-
dents and of faculty contributions,. The results of the evaluation pro-
cess then became the content upon which g new pro am sequence is devel-
oped. The entire process Was explained with the okloWing description
by Ruch:

The process of evaluation ofindividual trainees'
development up to and including assessment of
Ompetency was called staffing. It was a thAe
phase, cyclic process involving student anefac-
Oty input, along with program .content and re-
'sponsee It is predicated on the assumption that
;student groupings, faculty assignments and pro-
gram.content are periodically 'negotiable at the
same time. The temporal nature of this process
TaiEBTFe undereieimated. "When faculty, assign -

ments and program content are dedUctively and
aepriori determined, and individualized program
s possible.

About every eight (to ten) weeks the program
would stop and a few days td a week would be

..spent on staffing and program building. The
<staffing process starts with student-advisor
description and assessment of the prior periods
1r/N. This, data was discUssed, validated,'and
expanded in a meeting with the faculty Whom the-,

q.,edent had worked with during the previous
period. In general, this assessment included
data, from three perspectives; Personal,-pro-
fessional and situational/social. 'It 'permitted

the use of subjective or experiential data along
with situational,, objective or gocial data.
While the mode was clinical the focus was on
.integrating all data from all sources (multi-
source) in both assessing student progress and
building studentprograms. In collaboration, a

, new plan of study would be developed with refer-
ence to pacing'and sequencing, intensification
and/or extensification in given areas, personal
and/or professional development needs, and re-
ference to the student's learning style. Sug-
gestions or prescriptions as to'faculty and
their teaching modes would be made along with
required, selective or elective content goals.
The advisor would take the data to the 'Core fac-
ulty who would synthesize the input across the

71
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program and aevelop necessary classes, supervision or
other activities. Advisors would schedule advisees
into sections or groups and the pkogram would operate
for the next eight'weeks. The staffing process pro-
yided the primary vehicle for assessmentrof student.
progress, faculty contribution and content goals. It

,Was the critical link between student, faculty and
content, (TTT, 1974, pp. 58-59).

. The staffing prAess also serves,as a vehicle,for combining and co-
,

ordinating the interpersonal pIacesses of the student and the complemen-
tary systemic pxoCesses. A scRUmatic representation of the Staffing pro-
cess is'i,presented in Figure W. 1

Instructional. Program
(8:.10 weeks)

Student ..

Schedules

FaCulty
ssignmenPs

Curricular
Emphasis

s;

- 0
V

I

S

FIGURE IV.

THE STAFFING MODEL

-'Staffing
( 1 week)

Student-FacUltY-
Faculty-Student
Input-Feedback
Assessment -!

Around Student
'Progress '.(Rate,

Sequence,
EmphaSis,
Content, etc,)

Facult)!',Contri..,

'IbutiOns (Instruc,..

tional Modeyetc.)1
Curricular Content

(Emphasis, Intensity,
etc.).
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Instructional Program
' (8= 10 weeks)

R

0

.E

D

U
R

E.
S

New Student.

$Ohedulds .

,stew Faculty

Assignments

New Curricular
Emphasis

TTT, 1974, p,. 60)

Advisetent. Critical to the success of the staffing procesS is
the process of advisement (the relationship between theadVisorand the
student?. Adviement'is generally a program -long commitment which serves
as a link for the student with the prOgram and provides-a Means of person-
al support for the student. This relationship4s characterized by,an ex-'
change around personal and professional issues which- necessitates a sig-
.nificant,expenditure of time and energy from both the faculty member and

1
the student.
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3, Contracting. In the later history of the Doctoral-Program
(with the advent of'competency statements), the. development of a learn-
ing contract between student and faculty to accomplish specific learning
outcomes hecame almtent process for individualizing a student's program.
These contracts are developed in response to student /goals, advisement
processes, and staffings outcomes. They are sanctioned by a competency
committee and the total faculty.

-4. Practicum and double practicum.. The double practicum arrange-
ment, outlined structurally above, in addition to regular practica, is
another process for both extending and intensifying a student's program.
These models provide the student with clinical experiences and much prag-
matic training experience.

5, Supervision. Intense, multi-varied modes of supervision are
employed. throughout the program. ThiS process provides both the personal
and professional development, of each student. The supervisory process.
follows two priot complementary processes - placement in a'field setting,
and double practicum. Both were useful in establishing a Supervigoty

:latiOnship, which is itself characterized by a developmental process, (e.g,,
sequential,.overtime, involving both differential and integrative phases).

6. Gtouping. The program design involves a variety of instructional
groups as training processes. Practicum groups involve four to seven par
ticipants and allow intensive. group`. indiyidual interaction around con-
.tent and superVisory activities, Process groups consist of eight -.to twelve'
enrollees each, and provide for close personal interaction, the working
through. of concepts and attitudes;-and intensive application and feedback.
Seminat-discussion gr.Oupsare generally alittle.larger, consisting 0 ten
to twenty participantS*;Hand are 'used primatily for discussion and seminar
activities, Instructional groups consist, of,thirty.to forty or'more stu-
dents, and are used for lectures, deMenstrationS and audio-visual instruc..
tions.

These gtoups can be deSigned around content:tocs, field needs, of
.personal and profeSsional issues. !The assignment)ef participants to
groups can be ptescriptive, self selective (choice among alternatives) or
elective (option to enroll or.not). Prescriptive assignments can be made
from content or personal variables. These personal variableScan include
such elements as heterogeneity, random or complimentary learning styles,
faculty choice, or site needs.

7. Instructional modes. The groupings discussed above refer to
those processes of building,studentinstruCtional collectiVe,.while the
topic of,insttuctional modes refers to the general faculty mode ofjnter-
vention. The three general modes of instruction used in thedprogiamare
succinctly desCribed

a.. Objective-cognitive-theory/conceptual.
The general model of faculty intervention was
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geared to,the attainment of cognitive Outcomes:
at either an awareness or understanding level*

b. subjective-affective-experiential. _The
mode' of faculty,intervention was geared

to the attainment of cognitiVe or personal,
experiential outcomes.

c, applicative, skill development-professional.
The general mode of intervention was geared pi_
ward the attainment of specific skills or the
completion of certain professional experiences.

(m, 1974, p: 62).

66.

_

8 Milieu or psychological community. A number of faculty members
Used the terms, pGestalt Concept", "Total.Impact Program", or "Integrative
Environment" when describing the training program. What they seemed to be
alluding to was a program gestalt, or totally integrative program strategy,
which produced an overall process that had a marked effect on the develop-
ment of the student. By removing the constraints_to process development
and providing personal supports, the program creates an atmosphere of
"community", or "family"-as a training milieu. This environment, then,
has an evaluative and developmental dimension in its own right.

9. Grades and grading. The history of the prokram concerning the
topicof grades has been one of attempting to bring this issue in line
with the philosophy of the department. As the program matured-there was
an attempt of eliminate, or at least minimize, the competetiVe influences
of grades, while retaining the positive effects of feedback, evaluation,
and program response. For the most part, the staffing process is utilized
to facilitate these latter desired processes.

A number of strategies have been employed to deaf with the external,
and sometimes internal, demands for grades. Major among these was the
advent of block scheduling, (i.e., sixteen credits per term of course work).
Students received letter grades of either P (Pass) or I (Incomplete) at,,
the end of each term. This decision was based on the information gathered
through the staffing process and sanctioned by the core facUlty.

If necessary, and at a student's request, a QPA (Quality Point
Average) could be determined and posted on a student's final record. The
QPA was decided by a total faculty agreement, and was consistent with the
level of achievement of the student, as determined through staffings and
faculty processes.

Grading this ecame another means of adding flexibility to the pro--
gram. It allowed students to progress at their own pace and also to max-

\

imize the flexibility of.pr6grail building.
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Another/means of individual program .eveluation developed with the
requirement that each student submit a plan-of-study (i.e.; competency
contracts). These competency statements, included; 1) a descriptive
statement of the. competency to be gained; 2) a description of the acti- /

vities the student will engage in to demonstrate this competency; and 3)
the process and criteria by which the competency will be evaluated. The
fulfillment of these contracts constituted completion of the Doctoral
course work for, the student and the department.

Contract Areas

Subject matter, along with people, represents the primary element
in a social system. Study in each content area is planned in a develop_
mental sequence. 'Each area of work is structured on a continuum from
entry level introductory experiences through comprehensive Doctoral level
experiences. Each trainee is encouraged to progress through the various
areas of his own rate of development. 4.

In the fall of each year, students beginning the program are sche-
duled for introductory work in each area of the programi\I-As mentioned
above, all participants are block scheduled to allow for small sections,
designated group composition, sequential planning of curricularexperi-
ences, and flexible assignment of faculty and students.

The curricular areas of approximate time required in each area is
presented in Figure V. (Note: the time is a minimum time *necessary.

,

In reality most students need more time in order to attain theagreed'
upon degree of competency.)

FIGURE V

DOO&ATE IN COUNSELOR EDUCATION

-Qurriedum

(Curriculum.- Time)

Time

Minimum Competency in Counseling,, Teri

(Theory, and Practice) Socal%Syttems
(Theory) Group Work (Theory and
Practice)

Specialized Competency (in two of five areas) 2 Terms
Counseling

1

Social Systems
Group Work .

Supervision
_Counselor Education Program Development



0

0 0

0

68.

Expande4-Major (1S-18'post M.Ed. (credits)

Research - dissertation and supporting competencies
in Methodology (9-11 credits and dissertation). , 2 Term

1 Term

6 Terms

(NCATE, 1973, p. 40).

The one area in Figure V that may need to.be elaborated is. that of
the Expanded,Major-. Each svident. is required to take.either an expanded'
or an.extended major in Social and Behavioral-Science Foundations,-
CourseSe"can be taken in Psychology, AnthrOpology-SOciology, and Child
-Development- Social Work. It is possible for a student, with competency
coMmittee acceptance, to take either the total number of courses ''incove.
area or a variety of courses in several areas, In each case, hoWever,f
the student engages three different processes ,1) He takes fifteen to
eighteen hours of study in one substantive area or a combination of areas;
2) he participates" irt4ne or more survey seminars in areas, other than
number l above, designed to identify and make relevant to Counselor Edu-:.
Cation the issues and'contributionS of the.area'or areas studied;, and 3)
he,engages in a.,comprehensiVe integrative seminar experience, in which he-
.organizes and synthesi.zes the results of his Study in the first,two areas,
and appliedthiS expert to the development of'his major competencies
(Program Description, 1970, p. 67),-

flex
entire program attempts to maximize both program and student

. _

flexibility; by designing an individualized, competency based model of.:. --

education. The design is summarized in the following narrative, and.Out,..
lined in Figure VI. Special attention is given to admissions, introduc-
tory work selection of an advisor And competency dbmiittee (Graduate
Study) the developmsnt and completion of a plan of study, thedevelopment

... of an bvervieW,TDOctoral Study); and the writing, of a dissertation (Doc.-
toral CandidaCy),

It is hoped that this'.explanation clarifies-the process by which a

potential, doctoral student-might develop the necessary competencies in
: order to graduate. As with any individualized program, only the more
-'''generalized areas of competencies to be developed, and available process-
es and resources to be used can be discussed. Each student's-individual-
ized progrup would.identify- the specific sequence, activities, and cri-
teria.operating within the total program. Figure VI presents the se-
quence in the Doctoral grograM.

7 6
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FIGURE VI,:

FLOW CHART OF DOCTORAL F;ROGRM4-".

Graduate Study

.Admissions ;

Apply Process . Introductory Work,
(Interview) , (Content Areas)

Doctoral Study

Select a Competency Competency Committee
Committee Appi.oves Plan of-

Develop a Plan of Study (-6443 areas of
Study

Studentengages.in
designated activi-
ties.until Compe-_

.tericies are demon-
strated. .

specialty)

.
Selects. Dissertation

--7- '/Committee
Begins Overview

Completes Dissertation
Final Orars7Th

Doctoral candidate

Individualized Program-
/ Select Advisor
General Education

Examination:
First Staffing*

Total'Faculty
Approves Plan
of Study'

DiSsertation
Comtittee
Approves
:Overview:

f
Diploma Awarded

//This discusSion has'explicated the majol. characteristics of the pro-
gram' in an attempt to higiight the many uniqueaspects of the training
design,, The focus .will now shift to viewing the program as a social pro-
cess. The participants and the ways they interact to achieve certain pre-

.ferred outcomes and effects will be described.

WY'
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'Social Process: Policy Sciand4p Perspective

(.,social"rftcass can be defined as: p rticipants who have certain

perspe
tiVes:ONgiven arena (or situation)

and who manage
their base

values stratepes, in order to attain valueoutcomes from
which cer-

tain posi<twiteMeevents
i.e., effects, folloW. Another way of stating

this is to say that people seek to maximize their. values using the re-

sources and structures
of the system to affect or change their environs.

ment.

In line with Dr. Ruch'.s earlier statement
that the program was

developed for the faculty so that they could deliver a service to"the-,

students, this section will describe the doctoral program from the per

spective of the faculty and administration.
The remaigrng

material will

be explicated,
through the following categories: Participants 4faculty

and administration);
Perspectives (identity;

demands, and expectations.

of the faculty and administrators
in reference to the program) Situa-

tions (the arena of interactions
i.e., the Doctoral Program); utcomes

(the immediate
results. the faculty and administrators

perceive student,

would receive from going through the program);
Effects (the post outcome,

or long range results or characteristics
produced in a graduate); and

Strategies (the methodologies or techniques
employed in the program to

attain certain
outcomes and effects for the student).

Participants

Participants are: all the.,indfViduals or
groups who

interalict in ,th

system. The following
data was

obtainedlfrom two groups of participants.

the administrative group which.
consisted of two individuals and the fic-

ulty group, which is composed of fourteen persons.

70.

Perspectiires

ThiS'category.is
the experienced

subjective events in the vstem)

based on the participants'
identity/in it and their demands arid expecta-

tions of it.

The adminisirators can be identified as the "brokers" of the systeM,

chairperson of the,department,
major fund raisers for ihe,system, and

head of the family. The faculty, all of whom have taught in the-program

for three or more years, can be identified as program leaders, core fac-

ulty, individuals
with diverse

expertise and personalities,
and part of a

.community
(family) .of educators.

.

The demands of each group can be described as fdllows. The adminis-

tratora wanted an autonomous
system, a continual auppIy.of-funds,

and a

means of providing support to the faculty so they could deliver a service
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to the students. The faculty wantdd to )e. able to oganize and reorgan-
ize the program, to continue their sdnse of well-being, to be able to
perform their educational,functions,.and to train students.

Each group had its own expeCtations. The administrators believed
that the autonomous system would not last forever beCause of the diminu-
tion of funds to support it; the faculty.believedthat the program would
continue in some form, the sense of well.being would be maintained, and
they would continue to perform their educational function of training
students;

Situation

As stated earlier, the arenacf interaction for the participants
was the Doctoral. Program in Counselor Education at the UniverSity of
Pittsburg14. For the. most part,:the faculty was concerned with theinter-
nal functioning of.theprogram; i.e the ou4nization and reorganization
of theelements, processes, and conditions. The administrators, although
providing:a major impact.on the internal, functioning of.the-program,
cused most of their attention on gainpg and maintaining control'of the
conditions (time and space) which existed between the department and the
larger system - the School of Education.. Their other:major concern was
the continuation of funds to support theprograt from outside sources.

Thus. far, the focus of the description has been concerned with the A

participants (administration and faculty) and their - perspectives (identi-
ty, demands, and expectations). It seems appropriate to describe the
system from this narrowed. point of view because the program was in effect
created and designed for the convenience of the faculty so they could
deliver a service to the student. Ruch stated this clearly:

.I think as manager,I Could, ...contribute to
and,try-ep manage the system for the iaculty. I

thinkyou .(the fiaculty),try to deliver a 'service
to students,..my concerns were, can I design'a
system which supports and enhances the staff, to
that they can deli.ver the best kind of ervice
to students? (Interview, 1974)

PrOvided thit viewof the program a question which emerges might be,
What service was given to the studerits?- -Another way of stating this. ques-
tionWould be, Whaet value outcomes and effects did thef4cillty and admit':
istrators want the students to.receive while goipg through, this program,
and what strategies were.used to achieve these desired resats? The fac-
ulty and adminiStrators,through a'series of interviews, related the fol-

information concerningcUtcomes and effectS, and the strategies
empl.to.achieve them.

Outcome:
0.1

Outcomes are defined a'scurminating events. They are the immediate re-
sults a student would receive through exposure to the .system, For the
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sake of Clarity the outcomes will, he enumerated through the eight value
categories.

chi

1, Power, The faculty and administrators perceived a student
graduating-Mai the program to have a strong sense of personal and pro-
fessional identity% Comparable words which were used to express this

'identity were autonomous, balanced, self,motivated, self-confident,
integrated, personal potency, and a sense of dignity. The major views
expressed were that-a student would'be able td make decisionS, had'in-
terfialized his own learning process, and had integrated both theory and
practice in-content area. These assets will allow a student to continue
learning and APveloping throughout his life.

'2, Enlightenment. The outcomes concerning enlightenment were that
the student would have a working knowledge (understand and be able-to
implemOt) of at least one thedrist (integrated in a PPrsonal style) and
be competent in the content area(s) of persetaI choice. Competency in-
volved a personal integration of knowledge And practice, with the ability
to apply this skill. Another outcome In this area which was highly
-stressed was that a student would have gained a knowledge of how social
systems, including the one they had just moved thr'ough; work.

3. Wealth. This value outcome was not mentioned directly, but was
. .

alluded to I--Raber of times. The comment that graddatet. would exhibit
leadership ability and soon move up, the ladder in whatever system they' '''

enter -carries with it the 'aSlumption that financial r 1 be_com-
parable to upward movement, It was also stated graduates
competitive with individuals of other institu o s. This indicates an
ability to obtain jobs which implies financ' rewards.

4, Well Being. It_was stated that students graduating from the
program would be able to feel comfortable with changes'in environment,
demands, or expectations. Another way Of stating this is that graduate
of this program can tolerate a great deal of ambiguity without feeling,
threatened or ambivalent.

-i)

S. Skill, The overriding emphasis in this area was that-a student
would be competent in his area(s)'of choice and therefore, exhibit a high
egree of personal, and professional skilrs. Expressions which revealed

this view were able to function professienally, per9onal potency :bt--, '
comes competency, able to express oneself (read, write, theorize) in con- o

tent areas ofchoiceand able to function with people. Of secondary

importanceportance to the fadkaty.was the ability of a student to be able to read
° (analyze) a system, and thus be able to institute change (be a, change

agent). ,

Another view-was that the, program simply develops a better masters
degree student.' In effect this suggests that. .the program's major empha-
sis was on personal development and even though there is some attention
placeLl 3n content development (reading, writing, theorizing, etc.) it was

. ,



sufficient to ant th e label of doctorate proficiency.

The adiinistration, on the other hand, though emphasizing a high
el of skill_ development in the content area(s) of choice,-placed more

tion-onetheeetudentes gaining skills:Jn the area of social- systems,
idea seemed to beihii the student weed be able to replicate the

easing model experienced in the program, and thus have some act"51i
the total learning pro-ceiS(making changes).

6 Affection. Affection was discussed /tore as a. strategy (family
enetronmenI) MITTs an outcome. A few references were made about the
studentfsabiliey to work, or interaetodth a-number of different people
and groups. Thiseeuggests that the. 'graduate developed a means of under- .

standing, accepting. andfor tolerating diffe'ences in people.

7. Respect, t was sukgested that a student developed a strong
sense of sBinrapect. Words used to emphasize this point were knowing
oneself, sense of dignity, self confidence, personal potencye and leader.
ship. A student 'also gained a lot of respect for others. This waehigh-
lighted by the following phrases: learn from others, able to accept dif.
ferencee, and able to work comfortably witheotheree

,
1There was-also an undercurrent 'which emphasized chat students gain,

ad a high degree of respect for change (i.e., they were able it-tolerate
change and ambiguity: they were flexible, they were change agents, etc.).

8. Rectitade. The greatest e; hasty concerning rectitude was that
students diVinFira great deal of responsibility (for thiir own futdre,
destiny, learning, invplvements, etc.). There was also a suggpetion that
the students would gain an awareness that the total program aS what
"ought to-be",, in terms of a learning model (one of the skill outoemes was
to replicate. the model),

a
Effects can be understood as lasting events. They.gre the long

- ange results of student's exposUre to the Doctor41 Program in Counse-y loe ducation. Again, for the sake of clarity, the effects will be dis-
cussed by using the 444 value categeeAes.

1. Pan?: In general, the faculty and adminiStration perceivedtie effectTiYethe programon the student, terms of-thepweeecat oey
(influence on decision matting), as an extension of the - Outcomes. They'
believed the student would beautonomous and would have the ability and

,drive to decide his on future, and the ability to function effectively
in any system he choose fo work in Other descriptive worOs or phrases
used to explain this view we atileadete,future.focus, strong sense of
personal and professional ideatity, able to integrate oneself in man'y'
roles, potent, and ability to redefine oneself in a changing environment.
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,a

administitionidev ated from the above description slightly by
placing moreemphasiONe-the student's ability to anderstand, olgunite,
and function at a syste!Tlic level., In -other wards,the administration's
emphasIs shiftedffrom ihe ability to.oporate simply at a perfonal level
to theability to operate at a. systemic level.

/ 2. Enlightenment; The enlightefircint effect of the pro on the :,
studentifwirAWTSIRCIIrterms of ,the "continual growth.(learning and;
development) of thd...student throUghoutlife; (i.g continual critical

, self-evaluation, continual self (personal and professional) development,
and continualjearning. 'Th0 acquisition of.knowledge was always aligned
with the ability"to. apply i't.(action orient-edi active research) , so that
knowledgeAlways contained a pragraticilavor.. The final enlightenment
effect mentionedwas- that the student' would vquife the ability to under.
stand systems and individnais or both jand be. able to` differentiate within
either category:_Le., understand individual or systemic similarities and
differences-and be able to function with these characteristics.

3. Wealth. Again,the category of wealth Was not mptioned direct-
ly._.An..a-SWirtfo*,can be made that the ability to Iunderstand andfunc-

''SX'ran with individuals and systems, and the peJsession of leadership qual..

tty,.cArtv.Yith_them Sufficient_financial..rewards.,...
. --'-

1 d

4. Well-lieTng. he long range effftts or the program on the stn.=
d, t, in teels§-4-rafort or dental and physical health, were expressed
in the phrases; high degree of self-satisfactioWsense of self; and
comfortable with self, ethers, and changing environment. The focus was '

on the student's maintaining a,high level of comfort in a variet n if

changing environtents. *.?-

5. SkilUI. The effects of the p ogram 4n a student in terms of
skills wer7IWIrted to be the continual demonstration of competencies
acquired iii the area(s) of choice, 'plus the ability to acquire addition-
al professional skills to meet the needs of a changing environrent. The
faculty expressed this view in the following terns: flexible in-ohanging
situation, continually developing professional-skills, and' able to per
for professionally. In line with the enlightenment value the acquisi-
tion of'new knowledge and'skills.is for the purpose csf serving a client
(individual, system, etc.): therefore one continues to gain the necessary
skills in order to perform f.or others.

* Another example of skill development mentioned by the faculty was
the ability of a student to work with systems. It was suggested that
students would be able to understand and'perform in different systems.
they would be able to replicate the experiences of this program, thus
changing other systens; and be able to function effectively in an ambi-
gum,. situation.

The a&inistrators focused exclusively on the student's being a
change agent, .e., continually changing traditional methods of learnin

4
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organizing others, creating change, and functioning effective4; in non-
.traditional environments.

6. Affeetion.° The effect of the program on the student, in terms
of affectiai717577iewed by both the faculty and the administration as
.the ability of the student to interact and work with a,number of differ-

,ent people. The emphasis seemed to be on the notion that the student
would gain on awareneee of his own motions and gain empathy for and
understant..:ng and tolerance of others. The student thus would be comi'or-
table exohanging affeetion with others.

. Respect, This category was not directly referred to, but there
were a numliZ,r oTThomo,ente suggesting that a student would gain a great

( deal of personal and professional respect. This prestige would include
both self-respect and recognition from others. Phrases which suggested
-this view were: he would become a leader, would move ahead in the sys-
tem, ean organaoe others, etc.

5. Rectitude, 'The C'ategorIc seemed to be very elusive for both the
faculty-andYd7iiiiI7tration. No direct comments were made during the in-.

terviews, but again, there were suggestions of rectitude effect's on the
. student, It can be inferred from faculty and dministrative comments,

that the student would have a sense of doing what nee Mn fought) to be
done, he would he responsible for his actions, and he would respond in a
professional manner.

St

Strategies 0,0

After enunerating the Outcomes mid effects a student could be ex-
pected to achieve by going through the Counselor Education Program, it
now seems appropriate fo discuss the various strategies the faculty and
administration employed to promote this development. The strategies will
be broken down into value Categories to assist one's understanding of
the methods and techniques employed in the program. Tt strategies sum-
marized are those that the faculty and administration suggested were pre-
sent in the system.

Strategies are the methods or techniques employed by the partici-
pants of)a system ,in order to achieve,cer4ain desired value outcomes and
post-outcomeeven'tsl'effeets), To relate this concept to the earlier
sections Iconceptualization), one might ask, How are elements, processes,
and conditions blended together in order to produce desired results?

For clarity, the strategieS will be enumerated in the eight value
categories:

Power, A nuther of strategies which focused to some extent dn de-,

cision mug were empl,pyed in the program. Students were required to
write eompefency statements Glans of study) which required.them to plap
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their professfOnal goals and state how they intended to achieve those
4;goals. The double practica experiences placed an individual in a number
of decision maki , roles, e.g., teacher, supervisor, colleague, etc.iThe pros,:ess know as staffing was another area in which students made.
decisions concern ng their future professional development.

ong emphasis was always placed on students learning by 'doing
(experi,atial learning). The staff pushed the students to exa hem -

selvesselves constantly, exte d themselves, and try new experienc . ne of
the most difficult stra egies to explain, But possibly the mos influ-
ential, was the total,ca mosphere or environment of the,program.; Often
the word used to describe this was "ambiguity" or "ambiguity bydesign".
It seemed that the program maintained an elusive quality about 4t which., ,-
shunned definition or description, and thus forced the student to recog-
nize the self as,the source of meaning and power. .,

,.

Enlightenment. The methods which focused on the knowledgein the
systemiliiIIEFFrraW of information centered mainly on two congep the
process of learning and the method of learning which took place. The
process of learning involved the way knowledge was transmitted or ac-
quired. Much emphasis was placed on different modes of sequentia learn-
ing; i.e., induetive to deductive, personal to professional, internal to
external which always combined affective and cognitive, and,the socratic
method - with its questioning, confronting, and extending of 4 person.
Other processes employed were individual or group interaction, a number
of different field situations with a variety of clients, and the constant
opportunity to try out new behaviors. The method of learning was basic-
ally a contracted, deionstrated, competency based individual program.
The push was for students to integrate knowledge and practical experi-
ences with the self. Even the emphasis on taking courses ousilsne the
program was designed to extend the learning in various competency areas
to assist in the development of a well rounded self.

.

Wealth. The major strategy in terms of the use of money a other
resources was that each student's tuition was paid for by federal onies.
This allowed him to concentrate more on self development and learning and
less on financial matters. There were other.resources available (two-way
mirrors, films, counseling rooms, etc.) but with the exception/of the
counseling rooms, none were used extensively.

Well-Being. The' strate es in this category refer to the use of
physical or 'mental comfort i1i order to obtain a desii.ed ofilcome. As in
the category of power, ambiguity was used to create an uncomfortable en-
vironment. This forced a; student.to seek refuge in oneself, and thereby,
develop a sense'ofself confidence, self worth, etc. It was also sug-
gested that the program evoked a feeling of dependency in the, student.
This was manifested because the 'students had to*depend on the pregram
(i.e., faculty and xdministrators) to.produce their needs or wants, i.e., ,

ceurses,learning.emeriences, etc.
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Skill, The strategies concerning skill, the oppottunity to receive
instruct or demonstrate an acquired proficiency, could be considered
the ground work pf'a competency based program. The staff constantly' mod
eled and. shared their expertise so the students.ceuld-aequire new know,.
ledge. The students had to exercise their acquired proficiencies before
they could be judged competent professionals, These two processes"tinfold-

:ed in a number of different ways through out astudent'S stay in the pro-
,

gram. For instance, the faculty was responsible for various course work,
supervision, 'advisement, etc, The 'student, on the other liand, generally
participated fn:learning that was activity based;(demenstrationpf compe-
tency), and that inclbded such'thingS as co- teaching, supervision of
masters students, counseling, writing proposals, etc,

Affection. Affection is the promotion of the feeling of love,
'friendship, and loyalty within a program, 'The primary institution in a
community spediaiized to affection is the. family. .This is the type of
environment the program attempted to develop.' The structure of theTro-
'gram,'-fn one sense, epiiomised a famiry. The father (administrator). in-
teracted with the external system for support.(fund raising). and only .

allowed that the system encroach so far (boundary maintenance), thus,
allowing the remafning familrto manage (organize and reorganize) the
.internal environment. There was a strong emphasis within the program to

, share, interact', express` affect, and remain loyal .to the prostam,. The
staff provided the students with a lot bf; individual.aftention,.so much
that one faculty member described.this interaction as faculty '!hovering"
over the students. In returntieS student.was expected to form a personal-.
relatibnshi,p with atleast one faculty member. Other types of relation-
ships which had an affectionate aspdct (though.most also encompassed re-
spect as will be described next) were the supervisory, advisory, and
peer relationships. These relationships not only,took place within the
confines of the program but flotished in very informal settings,'suchas,
tie street,'lUnch, bars, parties, etc.

, 1

Respect. Re5Pect as a strategy involves using recognition of a
person to reach a desiTed outcome. There were'apnuMber.cf ways respect
for the individual student was shown. Students learned attheir,Own
rate of speed; they. negotiated their own learning experiences and out
comes; thdy, often worked as celleagges with the faaculty, etc. In addl.:"
tion many of the processes already mentioned included the strategy of
respect s':affing, advisor and supervisorrelationships,peer
learning, etc.).*

.

ep

Rectitude. Strategies which can be placed' in this category are
those wRichlemphasizepersonal and, professional responskhidity (ethical-,
moral) or' a way of life. Vithin-tee pragrat Students Were always respon*
sible for their own,learning and development, contracting, nego,-
tiatingr etc.

0.,
.c
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This portion of the chapter has provided.thereader with a thorough
description of the implementation of the training design of the Counselor
Education'yrogram from the standpoint of the program's unique characteris.
tics and its place in a social process perspective. The next section will..
explain'the value analysis performed on the total:description of the pro-

' gram design in order to identify thesignificant'value effects assOCiated
with-the program.

78.

Analysis of the Training Design

'The present focus has todo with extracting the significant value .
effects from this design by means of a value analysis conducted by the:
author. In order to respond to the present issue, extracting the'signi-

. ficantvaI4e effects.'fro :the design, the following methods were used

1.. The description of the training design was examined carefully
-.to identify the value effectSassociated with the:program...

' .

2. Three procedures were applied to this list of effects to reduce
the list tosthe truly significant characteristics produced.by the prograM.

Effect Statements As'soc'iated With the Program
Y

By considering each of the sections of this, chapter, value effect
statements associated with the program have Beep isolated and listed as
follows:

A. Power Statements
.

1. Graduates would be autonoMous.

'2. Graduates would have the ability and drive to decide their own future:

3. Graduates would be able to function effectively in, any system they'
choose 6.workin. >

q /

4. Graduates would be leaders.

3. , Graduates would maintain a fUture focus and be self-motivated.

6, 'Graduates would have the ability to, redefine themselves in a,changing
environment.

7. Graduates would be potent.
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B. Enlightenment Statements

1. Graduates would

2. Graduates would
systemicgevel.

3'. Graduates would

Gi.:aduates would
fessionals,

5, Graduates would

continue to grow (learn and develop) throughout life,

be-able to understand,.organize, and function,at a

be able to evaluate themselves critically.
'4'

continue to 'develop themselves as persons and as pro-

beAction-oriented (active in research;

/
but pragmatic).

and /o. Systemic simi-

effectively with

Graduates, would be able to understand individual
larities and differences and be able to function
either.

Wealth Statements

1. Graduates would receive fin ncial renumerations comparable to the po-
sitions they attained.

.

D, Well-Being Statements

1, Graduates would posSess a high degree of self-satisfactipn.
4

Graduates
identity,

would have a.strohg'senSe'of personal and professional

. , E .

Graduates would be comfortable withl6elf and others in changing situr....'
ations (demands, expectations, and environments).:

E. Skill Statements

1. Graduates 'would Continually demonstrate acquired tomPet'encieS.

-2. Graduates would have the ability and determination to acquire addi-
tional professional skillsto meet the needs of a changing enViron
ment. \

-

L
4,

S.

GraduateS would be flexible in changing situations,

Graduates would continUe to. develop professional skills.
.

. . i .

.Graduates-would have tpe ability to work with systems Sread and
i ''stand),

6. Graduates would have the ability
of this program.

.a

under-

o replicate the learning environment

81



7. Graduates would be change agents with the ability to:
a, change traditional methods of learning.,
b. 'organize and create change,
c. function effectively in non-traditiOnal environments.

F. Affection Statements

1. Graduates would have the ability to interact and work with a number
of different people.

2. Graduates would gain an awareness of their own affect and gain empathy
for Others.

Graduates would be comfortable sharing andj receiving affection with
others.

G. Respect Statements.

1. Graduates would have much'respect for themselves (personal and pro-
.

fessional).
/

. .

Graduates would continually move ahead in.the system they were in.

3. Graduates \ would-be able to ,organize others.

H. Rectitude Statements
;

Graduates would have a sense of doing what, needed (ought) toYbe

'Graduates Would accept responsibility for their own actions.

Graduates would respond to situations professionally.

Significant Value*Effects Produced by the-Program

In order to obtain a list of program effects which represented the
truly sigr)ificant ones, the following three procedures were employed.

1) When effect statements were mentioned only once, they were re-,
tained as significant effects:

RETAINED:

1. Power 1 - Students would be,autOnomous.

2; Bnlightenmeni Graduates. would be action-oriented.

3. Wealth 1 - GradUatei would receive financial renumerations com-
parable to the position attained.

1. 88
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4. Well -Being 1 - Graduates would posSess a high degree of self-
satisfaction.

5. Well -Being 2 .7 ,Graduates would have a strong sense of personal
anti professional identity.

6. Skill 1 - Graduates would continuallrdemonStrate acquired
competencies.

T. Skill 6 - Graduates would have the ability to replicate the
learning. environment of this program. .

\

8. Skill 7 - Graduates would be change agents. .

2) ,Whenoralue effect statements were repetitive, one of them, was
eliminated: '

ELIMINATED:

1. Power 2 - Graduates would have the ability and drive to de-
cide their'own futures.

2. Enlightenment 6 - Graduates would be able to understand in-
dividual and/or systemic similarities and differences and be
able to function with either.

3. Skill 4 - Graduates would continue to develop professional
skills.

4. S ill 5 - Graduates would have the ability to work with sys-'
to
)1
is (read and understand).

,,

5. Affection 3 - Graduates would be comfortable.sharing.and
/receiving affection with others.

Respect 1 - GraduateS would have much respect for themselves,
(peronal and professional).

3) When valde effect statements seemed to express the same con-
cept, they were combined to form one statement:

COMBINED:

Power 3 - Graduates would be able to function effectively in
,bny system they choose to work in.

WITH

Wightenment) - Gradu,ates would be:able to understand, or=
ganize, and function at a systemic level.



TO PROVIDE

The ability to function efficiently at a systemic level
(undertand and operate in any system one chooses).

2. Power 6 - Graduates would have the ability to redefine them-
selves in a changing environment.

WITH

Well-Aeing 3 - Graduates would.be comfortable with themselves
and others in changing situations.

WITH

skilr 3 - Graduates would be flexible in changing situations.

TO PRODUCE

The'ability to be flexible, with the capability and comfort
to redefine oneself in changing situations.

3.. Power S - GraduateS would maintain,a future' focuS, and be
self-motivated.

WITH

Skill 2 - Graduates would'have the ability and.determination''
to acquire additional profesSional skills to meet the needs
of'a changinvenirironment..

TO PRODUCE

Tht_ ability to maintain a future fodus,with the self-motiva-
tion necessary to acquire professional and personal skills to
meet the demands'of a changingienvironment.

Power 4 - Graduates would be leaders.

WITH

Respect 3 - Graduates would be able to organize others.

TO PRODUCE.

.47

The ability to be a leader,.i.e., ahleto organize, interact,
and work' with different peqple.
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5. Enlightenment 1Graduates would continue to.. grow (learn and
deVelop) throughout life. ti

, 1

WITH.

-,"
Enlightenment 4'- Graduates would continue sekdevelopment
(personal and professiona.

TO PRODUCE-

Graduates who will continue to grow and develop (personally
and professionally) throughout life.

6. Affection Graduates would havesthe ability to interact
and work with a number of different people.

WITH

*Affection 2 - Graduates would gain an awareness of their own
affec and gain empathy for others.

TO PRODUCE

Graduates with an awareness of their own affect, and being
comfortable interacting with'others at this level.

7. Power 7 - Graduates would be potent.

WITH

Respect 2 - Graduates would continually move ahead in the
system they were in.

TO. PRODUCE

Graduates with a sense of potency, thus being able to move
ahead in any 'system they are involved with.

8. Rectitude 1 - Graduates would have a sense of doing what
needed (Ought) to.bg done.

A

WITH

Rectitude2 - Graduates would accept responsibility for their .

own actions;
.

WITH

Rectitude 5 - Graduates would respond to situations profes-
siOnally.
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TO PRODUCE

Graduates who respond professionally to that which needs to
be done, and.accept responsibility for their own actions.

( By applying these three procedures to the initial list of thirty-
three value effect statements a managable-list of seventeen significant
effect statements was produced. These seventeen statements are

4. The ability to efficiently fUnction at a systemic level (under-
stand and operate.in any system one:chooses).

The ability to continuallyldemonstrateacquired competencies.

3. The ability to be flexible, with the capability and comfort to
redefine oneself in changing situations.

4. The ability, to maintain a future focus, and the selfLmotiva-
tion necessary to acquire professional ancOperSonal'skills to
meet the demands of .a changing environment.

S. The ability. to replicate the learning model of the Doctoral
Program, therebk,changing traditional models of learning.

6: 'The ability to organize aild create change)in different milieus,
an.agent of change.

7. The ability to be aleader, i.e.,°able /0 organize, interact,
.and worIcWith different people.:

The ability to think and conceptualize theoretically, but to
apply this knowledge pragmatically.

9. Able to receive financial renumeration comparable.to or high-
er than graduates of similar Doctoral Programs.

0
1O. Graduates who are autonomous and self-directed.

11. ,,Graduates.with a sense of personal and professional identity.

12. Graduates who will continue to grow and develop (personally
and professionally) throughout life.

13. Graduates with an awareness of their own affect, and being
comfortable interacting with others at this level.

14. Graduates with a sense of potency, thus being able to move
ahead in any.system they are involved with.
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V

/
15. -Graduates who respdnd professionally to that which,needs.to/

be done, and accept responsibility for their'own

16. Graduates who are able to critically self evaluate theii own
actions.

.

17. Graduates with a sense of self-4atisfaction.
o

The above seventeen effect statements imply the qualities, abili-
ties and/Or attributes gained by students completing ihe.doctoral pro-
gram. The list represents some c. lie outcomes Ofthe.Program..

O

o

O
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Introdection.

"1.4

e

. A deleript ion cif an in4ovative)teucher edueat n/counselo ducation
.training, program .iret,Aprehensive rehabiliteti center se ng ispresented here., .ing the. proceas of designing, developing, studying.
and descrittin4 this program, it be' eime apparent that it lied efTects
beyondite own life as a tralninee'program. These included outcomes
which existed as changes in the rehabilitation center and university-.

Lavolved as (Jell as in the people eiho came into significant contanct withthe.prograva The effects' also include implications for futeire training
programs; not just teaaler'education andeeoUnselor education programs
conducted "n conjunction with a rehebilitation center bet implications

'generally! programs desigkd to prepare professional educattenal personnel..Such impl at ioq are illueltrated by the development cif a proposal' for modelsof tra" 'or'earlychildhood bdueation personnel. One existing earlychilaho edueafioreprogeM which Incorporates a number of these implicationsis a` identified and brieflyediscuesed.
e ,\ . ... - . .

.
In 1972, the University or Pittsburgh and-the Dome for Cr pled Children,

Regional Comprehensive.flebafiitAiation Center for Children and Youth, becameinterested ,in cooperating with each other ire the tieiining of teachers andcounselors. The impetus earn prirerily from the Rehabilitation Center'sResidential Living Department; a arge department incorporating a variety ofchild care, nursing, counseling 'apd,informaj educatdodal services, ,and the
University's...Counselor gducation Department; d large innovatfVe%counselor
training program which wilern000nty receiving substantial Federal support ie ifor the training ,of counselors;:4ut'also'was heavily involved in the Training ..

of Teacher Trainers I,TeT) Pro( ram; a maior F6deially-supported effort in whichthe Univerc:i a w as 116(ivily.invorved.
.

F

44

inizafion, w.

. '
czt.,-ac

The University was organieed 9aleit traditional lines. However, within eethe Counselor-Education Department*, v. *iolve facility served as coordinators rof various programs ana field sitee. Ounselor-Education faculty' members
also held the majority of the coordanation positions 9f TTT Programs
tel..4.,'Profeesional Year, and Preprofessional Year;Uglish'Social
Studiee,'Sclenee and. Math), aIthongh.feculty'from

other areas in the School
of Caavateon were heavilyinvolved, also, as were faculty from four liberal
ail* disciplines. Also, lP the, eocial studies- area, Carnegie Mellon
Un4reityparte,eipated, its faculty representative in this training model.
fitting into the University part ief the training team.

e
'The Rehabilitation Center's organization began in traditional ways witha hoard of directors; a director, and an associate.direetor. However,, the program implementation as organised functionally with for senior

coordinators; each respensihle for overell program management of a group ofclients (young,adults. cerebral palsiel, learning disabilities, and other
physically handicapped), on one axis of a matrix-type organization. Theother axis was occupied by the service departments, residential living,
education, pyNchologye pediatrics, speech therapy, occupational therapy,
physical ttcrapy, and -so forth. Thus, each of the coordinators could drawupon the services of all Departments in coordinating, the program of a
particular child or young adult. Each department had a Director or Chiefwho was responsible for the management of that department and the quality and

4
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approkiatendss of servile provided through that depart.Ment.

The organization of a field site at the Rehabilitation Center, in
conjunction with the University's Counselor Education and, TIT Programs
was initiated,cooperatively by the University and RehabilitatiO4 Center
personnel in ablnistrative, faculty and staff positions. As development
of the organization and implementation of the Prograd.progressed, community
involvement became on additional influence. An overseeing body, known as
the Site Committee, was developed. This Committee related to both the -

Counselor education and TTT Programs, and included in its.memberliip University
students in both programs at the preprofessional, b.4chelor's, master's and
doctoral.levels, who were placed at the Site, Site students (clients)
who were the recipients of service from both Programs, Site staff'and University
faculty;(representing both Prograds) and parent and community representatives.'

Personnel

Personnel who particiDated in the training programs wdre mutually selected
by the University and Rehabilitation:Center.representatives. ksite-
coordinator for counselor education and one for TIT were: Mutually selected
from the Counselor Education 'Faculty.N Doctoral fellows were selected both
from the Rehabilitation Center staff and from other applicants to' the
University's TIT and Counselor Education Doctoral Programs: The master's,.

=c,afuLhaohelor students were mutually selected,,the majority.
linlversity's programs and had no previous "affiliationmith the Site..: Twelve
preprafessional students were selected=from the Site.staff'from such positions
as teacher aide, child care worker, and behavior modification aide.
Finally,:two certified special education master teachers were Selected from
the Rehabilitation Center.Staff to work in the TTT teaching situation.as
trainers and resource persons for the student teachers and to guarantee that
State guidelines for speciakeducatitin classroom coverage would De. met.

In addition to this; a variety of Univertity and Rehabilitation. Center
persohnel worked closely with, consulted. with, and dealt with the above
persons, aoross both the qooperating training programs. These include
senior coordinators, department heads, and staff members fiom.th;,
Rehabilfition Center. From the University, they included faculty prom the' 1

English, social studies, science,-math, reading, and secondary education'
departments, as well as ether faculty from.the'dounselor4education department.

Distinctions and Collaborations,' TIT and Counselor Education Pro.rams

The Counselor Education and TTT Programs maintained certan distinctions
from each other in their funclOning in the Site. They each had their own
site coordinator drawn from UnOersity faculty. The,counselor education
students worked with some clients from all age groups and worked.with all
four senior coordinators. TITstudents, however, were concentrated primaril
in the young adult program and worked in conjunction with the senior coordinator
for that area. These distinctions offered dertain:practiera-implicatioA§.
The two prograds,jiad, through. the separate site coordinators, the opportunity
to maintain dtial4WCess to the Rehabilitation Centeradmanistrition and each
`had its own advocate with the University. The counselor education program
had to -elate to all four senior coordinators,.at times a complicating
fictor while the TIT Program was able to concentrate its efforts toward working.

4
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with on particalar,coordinator. The same,priip applied in the TTT
prograjWs working, primarily with staff who worked with young adults whit
the counselor education program had4to spread its efforts at working
with staff among those who worked with ehildrensand young adults of
various areas and groupings.

Collaboration between the two programs covereda variety :of areas.
One site.comittee served'for both pvogrpms. Part of the planning for
the training experience was mutually done by the.twe site coordinators
Ind doctoral students from both programs. Both programs participated in .

interdisciplinary* stuffings, in some cases, staffings of clients with whom
both were working. In such cases thetwo programs often provided support
for each others efforts. There was also some.coll*ration in training
involving both jointeexperience and training service from-each of the
programs to -the otheij

.

EteifueAsectsfrainirrMot_Iel

Unique to this training model was s very heavy emphasis on .an
interdiscipliqoary,approaeh. The Uhiversity approach involved various
programs, departments, schools, and indeed more than one university
being involved major ways that were eeordinated. The Rehabilitation
Center's approach involved, people from various profes'Sional services
providing departments working with the program in major, coordinated whys.
Finally, there was heavy emphasis on interdisciplinary collaboration
between. the University (less) and the Rehabilitation Center.

A second uniqueaspect of this model. Included, heavy emphasis oh
field experience. Trainees at all levels in the TTT program spent a full
year in the field and the counselor education students while having a
somewhat less intense field experience, also had it as a major part of
their program. -, - .--

third unique aspect of this program was-its inclusion of trainees
from preprofessional to doctoral level within the same program. Thi os

. accomplished by the heavy field emphasis and the three tiered (T11)
structure. Teacher trainees taught as a major part of their training and
had as major trainers doctoral sudents (as well as faculty). The doctoral
students training of the teacher trainees was designed as a,major part of
their training through learning contracts, supervision teminars, their
sueervision.from faculty, etc, The'faculty worked as trainers for the doctoral
students (and the teacher trainees) and in the proeess were socialized
to (and trained in) a new training model, heavily field based, interdisciplinary,
and based on a consortium effort. (Ruch, 1974)

Fourth, there was significU'llt Univers4ty 4nput to the training site,
cooperating teachers participated in sessions conducted by discipline
faculty,4/ebunselor edtcation faculty member provided consultation to
the site residential living department's administration oh the development-
of a program development wori?shop for that department's, staff, and,
University faculty were dvailable to staff for informal consultation from
time to time.

Ate input to the university was also d significant unique aspeetl
Learn' g disabilities seminars were given on the University.campus by a

9.9
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/ . site staff member. Senior coordinators consulted with University facu t
as well as students on the disabilities of the rehabilitatidn'center's
li-cents. '.

...

,,..

.

,

,

Th; two trainihg programs, TTT and counselor 'edudation, also provided '

.

. each other' with some training services; These' included both direct
. formalized sessions and less formal,buttagoing consultation in relation '.
. ,

to their respective programs and clients.
.

.
. , e

e"

iFinally, a seventh unique aspect of this training model nvolved thg -
various counselor education and teacher education trainees working together
with ahildrin and young adults with variety of behavioral, physical, andlearding
disabilities. This took ,place in training programs geUied to train teachers '

and counselors primarily for mainstream "Cation.

Problems
.

/-
, 4

' ' Such a complex and unique training model could not be expectedto
9 .

exist without experiencing problems during its development.and functioning.
Such expectitions were not in vain. However, the very complex-nature of
this program and accompwing'prplems were not disabling to it.

..
''.

.

A problem which tame With the inception of the program was the fact

.
that impetus for the program within the.Rehabilitation came from
the Residential Living Department,' rather than the Educati n DepartMent%
(Argyris, 1972, pp. 118-123) This created.CommuniCation and Other difficulties

.

between the ,two departments and todtween the TTT program and the Education
Department. One major effort at resolUtiori involved early large scale
involvement of the Education Depdrtment in the program in various ways. These
included two special education master teachers froth the education department
staff being heavily involvedtas cooperatini teachers, involvement in various
ways of the education department director and his curriculum supervisor,
regUlai communication meetings with various personnel in the educition
department, and most importantly, education department, residential living,
ITT, and counsellor education personnel working to mutually define
authority, responsibility, and lines of communication.

The sheer complexity of .the TTT, counselor edUcation, and rehabili

o lexity included trainee orientation, time
tation center structures presetd a problem area. Efforts at resolving
difficulties created by this c
and intensity of trainee inVolvement pnger-and more intense than in
traditional training programs),. careful structuring of Avenues of
communication, avenues And of supervision patterns, and structuring cooperative
work' and planning-involvink various mixtures of training personnel from
university and site to promote maximum communication, cross ferti4zatiOn
and cooperation. .

4 .

A third problem area involved the site's Use of a behavior modification
t system as a part of various rehabilitation programs and the counselor f

N education and teacher education students,banderstanding, adjusting to, and
working with .this system." This problem aretCwas addressed by orienting the
students to the sy4kem, providing them experience with the systdm, providing
students-new to the site peer training by other studepts from the site
who were alieady familiar with the system, and by prdviding supervisory help
through coopekating teachers, doctoral students and others in the process of
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seeing and using theoystem to facilitate educational and counseling efforts.

,im.c151..gmas

Institutional chpnge in the' rehabilitation center included an. increasedawareness' of the educational,nee4s of*the young adult client population.
This, resulted- in'a larger teaching staff for this group, expanded facili-ties for them)-greatdr individualization of their educational program,.and'
redOgnition that educational sciviccs are important as well as vocational
and other servtices as a part of the young adult rehabilitationprOcess.This last change in the recognition of the importance df educatien included
rehabilitation center hdministration and board and by the Sta.te Bureau ofVocational Rehabilitation. 'Documentation of this can be seen in the increasein young aduli'cllents referred in:which edugatiowl service isidentified as a_need,. Concomitant: these chang6s has boTen the rehOilitatibncenter's ability to accept a broader range of referals due to its incTeised
educational service.

,

.

Another area of institutional change in the rehabilitatiOn center:relates to the educational .expeiienae and degrees received by the members of
the .rehabilitation center?' staff who centinued as staf2f members beyond their
training' programs, This includes the fact that a number of preprofassional,
staff members who entered training

at the preprofessional levdI received
degrees from the University and' received promotions ta"higha41,evel higher .

paying positions within the rehabilitation center. Aadkt.ionally,
rehapilitatiOn center staff l'4ho were already in supervisory positions in two

, cases received degree4. They hava/geen.able to function with more competence'./.
and confidence ascrelUlt of their training and degre4A. Also, they are .accepted now as upl'ofessionals6 by staff pefsons who were already "gefessionals".
This.appears'to he du in part to their 0increazed confidence and competence,hoWever an eqWly

si,goifetor..appea.rg"Vd1Wffieir' receipt of degrees-and acceptanceof this' by other professional staff as professional
credentialiiit. Since both of, these staff members wore andare members of theresidential livinedepartment,/d large department' staffed largely by trainedbut nondegreed' child' care workers, this, increased not only their own strengtif-
in worRing, dealing with and having an -impact on other pueepional staffbut also similarity, the department's 'strength in its encounters withlmore
traditionally profeskonalized departments. .

Mang other staff members who-Vere upgraded the,result of .this
program were a behavior modii,ication aide who was able to advance within
the psychology department, two preprofessional students who advanced fromchild care positions in the residential living department to prefes4ional
teaching positions in the education department and other child care workers 7who liege able to advance within the residential living departicact7These
increased levelS-Of education and upgradings had_the effect of increasingthe perceivdd professional character and impact'of staff who had previouslybeen viewed as nonprofet-sional and concomitantly their departments,
particularly the residential living department.

.

Other institutional changes 'which took place in the rehabilitation center',included increased(awarehess of,residential,Uving staff to"educational

1 0
r
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...,,conatrns. Tl to wdrk with bounseior educators, teacher ". -

educators, -students in both are s, and the participatioh of vadous
r9sidentlal living 'staff in both.programs. Increased awareness on itfie

, part of the rehabilit&tion center adminiktrationsof -due importance oft.
staff training, which appears to have-contributed to an increased emphasis
on staff training by the administration is another factor in Institutional
change. Finally, a major, though difficult' to measure, institutional
change in the rehabilithtion -center is the change in perception of their
jobs as having-at-leak potentially increased mobility by,the members of
the pre and para piofessional staffs of various departments. This came
abOut throigh seeing such mobilityrtake place ct earlier described.. It

was also contributed to by' seeing preprofessional staff from the rehabilitation
center advance to,phrofessional positions iu other community facilities. *,

The University,.although much larger and more compbex than the
Rehabilitation CenteA,..also underwent some institutional change, at iolast
0 reflected in cereain key faculty., Essentially, this can beliescribed ,

,as an increased awareness of the comp'exities of working with a complex
field site, of the importance Of communicating andsharing responsibility
and authoritx,, and 'of the need 'for ;rue mutuality.as the important issues
of true intefdisciplinary work are approached and real efforts are made
to put interdisciplinary training kind true university-community facility
cooperation into prActice.

Reco mendations for Future Programs

- 'The experience. derived from this combined teacher, education and
_counselor education training program in a comprehensive rehabilitation center
setting offers anumber of recommendations for future programs. These are
presented in the following list. -

. . -.

1. Commitment of a University t?)work\in true mutuality with t
.

field is important.
The reverse applied to the field site is just as true.
t

3. Orgaftization, particularly where several programs arelattetpting
to cooperate should be both clear,and functional, thus traditional
lines of authority need not always be set

r

up in the usual ways,'
if the anes are that set'up are acceptable to those involved and are

Clear-and functional.
4. 'Broad involvement of persons in real ways (from.preprofessionals

to the-community to administrators 'and. professors), helps generate
broad supportand influence of a program.
Training'and institutional change.should be looked at together,
since.they are interrelated' iisues. .

. ..

6. Visible results (degrees, upward mobility, improved program, etc.)
help measure success.

7. Such results also appear to 'reinforce the institutionalization cof
changes.

leyond Counselpr Education and Rehabilitatio;: Som A i ions

for Early Childhood Education Training Programs
,

What took place in the just described training model involitediaking

spate and time from various components and institutions and combining

than in, hew waxs relative to the new training needs as perceived. (Fpr a
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ffuller discussion of 'this idea, of teMperarily Combining space and time
from various components father than chnittng new institOtions,osee-the
discussion of "adhorcracies" in Toffler, AlVin, Future Shock. This
use of available rsources in ne combination has applicability to the trai.riing
of early childhood educators and is in some ways reflected in.one early
childhood educator tiaining programpiesently functioning.

Early childnood c:ducation at:itbroadese involves a Wide variety
of children from infants to childreh of the early Wementary ages.The neods of the children served roma ilamutfrom basic trust and toi-
let training to basic reading and math skills. The needs within this
range cover, a seemingly endless' array of criticarissues'such as doial.-
ing with separation, and .developing autonomy, develOping basic social
skills, developing skills in perception' and cognition, developing fineand gross motor coordination, deVeIoping problem solving skills, devel-
oping creativity, and many many wor. The breadth a this'variety is
further complicated by several issues which, while hot unique to early
childhood eodcation, certainlyoire exemplified within. it.

One of these is the variety of schools and services. (A descrip-
. Lion of this variety in schools and'services, seeLeeper,,Sarah et.al.

Good Schools for.Young Children. New York:- MacMi llican, 1974, pp.9o-96). Unlike elementary atinecondery educatibn inwhich the public
schools predominate and parochial schools play a smaller rqe and otherprivatt schools an even .smalierrole, early childhood education con-
sists of a proliforatOn'of variety of types of schools.and programs.
Aftef identifyilo,.;. the pUbkic school hintleigarten programs,. the field'
consists of a host of public, quasi public; private nonprofit,, and
purely proprietary nurSery. Schools, day care prograiis, head start pro.,
grams, early identification programs, handicapped childrens programsand others, Further,-within-these categories variety proliforates

nursery school, cooperative .nursery schools, three day 'three
year old nursery schools, five day four year old nursery schoolsi two
day three,year old. nursery sOools, developmental nursery schools,
Montesorri nursery sehoOls, prescriptive teaching nursery schogls, etc.)

\ second. issue a.in early childhood education which :contributes to /
11 VaViety is that. 'of parent involvement. (Colvi'n-and.Zaffiro, 1974,

7!8). in practice.this ranges all this way from "Ikep the parents out
so'the kids won't cry and we can work with them".°to cooperative nursery

-. schools 'run by Che'parents in which the teachers serve at their pleasure.s
Between these extremas is a wide.range of parent involvement,in various
ways and increasingly with.recognition of the .importance of ongoing and
significant parent. involvement/.

Finally, the issue of the mainstreaming of handicapped childiqni iw
no less an area .ref significance ,in early childhood education than in
other areas of.eduoation. lodeodo it may becompmore critical as the
importance of.early effeetive service to the hanaeapped child is recog-
nOed and aetdupou, tllendriek, .1975, pp, w 4tD- 2(i;i, and Uarylaayd State
Board of lAtioation, June 26, 1970.-

.103,
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This diversity found in early childhood education' of need, of iiro-
gran. of setting,,of children, and of other areas speaks to theneed
i'orearly childhood education training which can prepare personnel to
effectively enter and function in the early childhood field, given the
complexity this diversity creates. 'It is felt that certain. parallels
can be drawnhetweenthe teacher education/counselor education rtrairk-
ihg model presented earlier and what is needed in early childhood per-

nnel preparation.

The heayy field emphasis is a key area. (Honig,andFears, 1974,
presents a detailed discussion cif the importance of field experiences
in early childhood educator training.) The ercigram niodel described
earlier involved an intprisiVe one year 4udent teaching experiences
which,waS the focal point of the program. Beneficial to early child-
hood education 'teacher tralhiag.would be a program with a, field focal
point which provided not only for intensity of experience. but also
for diversity .pragmatic terms, this means the opportunity for

' early childhood\educator trainees tp have the oRportunity for experi-
ences in a variety. of settingS, involving variety in children program

, and .other areas, as- well as including an intensive student teaching
experience is important..

The interdisciplinary nature of early childhood education makes
it a fertile area for an interdisciplinary-approach. (Ppters.and Fears,
1,974, discuss using personnel from various disciplines and interdisci-
plinaryarrangements such as consortiums in the training of early child-
hood educdtors.) personnel from the arts, medicine, psycholvy, social
work, nursing, other areas of education, and other fields all, have somw
thing to contributd7to early childhood education. This is particularly'
.true in tht,traning of early childhood teachers. How such input is
provided and orchestrated becomes crucial.

This field focu and interdiscipliftry character reveals the eppor-
tunity and the need er university and field site,to work together and
cross fe'rtili*,one other. ft=iversity schoal, division or
department of education has within it all the diversity and resources
needed for a funpoffective Orly childhood personnel preparation pro-
gram. However, bylleining'foces with': the community i.n the form of
a broad variety-oaf.Ar4. chi*dfradJ4eilities and perSonnel and developing
a true muppalityof effOrt, unive i.tyeand community efforts toward
such training can be multiplied in bffectiveness.

t
Such "a variety of training experiences in various facilities offer -

unique opportunities for teacher training for mainstreaming. For
example, an early childhood teacher trainee could pptentially,ilave
experiences ranging from a rehabilitation center toleainstream class-
rooms. = In this process in a well ,constructed program, the tainee
could benefit from not only these varied experiences but orchestrated
.input from/special educators, medical and rehabilitation personnel,
.'mainstreaWteachers, university supervisors and various-other personnel
from the-university(ies) and, community.

.*
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The need fors-training work with parents is a real need in early
,childhoo4 teacher training. The model described.earlier in which parents
were, members of a site committee in which they. -Communicated and Otked
directly with student teachers, university facelty, field site staff
'in'the development of the training and service program is one model
viable for early childhood teacher training.. At the same time, the
carry childhood teacher training program wdlad do well to provide its
students with the opportunity to view and e4erience various models
of parent.involvetent since ,thee are many different ;models within
the early childhood fierd.

Thue, the proposal tor: early childhoUdepers'ennei training models
suggests that they pro isle a variety of available experiences and iodele.
It is suggested that there/ is an opportunity here for universityeand
community to work together, and for a true interdiseiplinary approach.

-Space, personnel, 3;W program can be drawn fraa the various components
to fit the needs' of the paining program kinctuding the community needs) .

When these components:are orchestrated toward the goals, the result can
be early childhood training programs which: not only effective in
training personnel but Which are_cohstantly in a state or, rdvitalization
created by the constant interactionon of university,'schoo and client
(parents and ehildren). .

e
, s .

. Ohe early thildhbod,personnel preparation progrnn which embodies
sane of these qualities exists at the UniversitY'of.Maryland Baltimore
County..fPducation Division, University' of Maryland Baltimore County,
1971.) The program is_beaviiY fi6ld based. Students' begin in the
field durineeheir eophombre year and,have eight. 'field experiences,
each six weeks in -length; before they reachtheir, professional semester
of intensive student te4chiligy The non experiences' encompass the
range, and variety of experiences suggested earlier. Input froth the
field sites is Important arid there.is an IncrFdsing emphasik being placed
on cchoOl, community, and university mutuality4n develoAng the program.

This is not to suggest that this prograrewas developed as a result
' of the4programs developed in Pitttbiggh described' earlier. In fact

is had much of_its early developent at the same time tfiey'were
developing. However, it is true that its bontinueddevelopment is in

cpaet dueto p'ersbas who had earlierAperienctegith the Pittsburgh ° .

msprogra wile:are now "wbrking with-ehe IIMBC Program. .

The realepoint is that the counselor education/teacher education'
training progvam in -a,comprehensivd-rehabititation center setting an,0

-.the study of it uncovered some'significapt implications for educational
personnel .preparation gen, erally; A viable illustrati3Oefor this is in
the preparation of/early childhood teachers

i"e
O
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Intreduetiof d

,

=Garnet Patterson Junio gh echo 1 is locatied*4n he heart of the
inner city of .Washington, D. Its popUlationWpieicarayablack, its
stud6* :Joming from 'the rn class families living in the surrounding
cemmunity. M with other inner city-evil:ma-unities, =no, of the-oddcationale
soetar andemunicip4teneede of the .Garner -.Patterson pity historkcaliy

441161uhave'not-beseen metl oFer example, a Title I survey ablishedqrhat
approximaely 450 of the 630 students at Garnet Wterson needed "e e ial
attentie%, but::little action wae taken,

In the early pArt'of MI. Dr. Margaret, Labat, prine pal of Qamnet
Pattc rson, and her staff, wete invited to partecipate in the developne :
efan'in-service training prOgramjbr pupil personnel se race workers.
Involvement in this programewelild make Garnet Patteren staff members
and others conne'cted wah°the project participants in a network of
satellite training programs coordinated by the UnivereiteYof Pittsburgh's.
Counselor Education Department.

-A

The eauoselor 'Education Depftrtment had recently received a three'
-year EPlyeeGrant to reppond-to the need to develop core skilled, pupil
pereannel service i)rofessienals, and to improve the quality of their
prvie4 to students. One reason Garnet Pat-Cox:son was approached. by .

r: WiAber Millard, tfte Assistant Superintendent for Pupil Personnel
Skrvices,in the D. C. Public Schools-, was the factthat its students
Wre clearly in need of a wide range of educational and social services
not provided by moritraaitional modele of ,education .

.Gainet son - F' 'tee 1(ichGarnet
le

Thr effeCegnitien 7 f soaalenn&edugatienal-nee s of students was
not, however, the only .vason for Garnet Patterson's selection. There
were alSo othdi-attiibuteiwhiCh nide It evident that the school wap
ripe for the kind of training,ftogram expapsion of services en-
visioned by the staff of the University of Pittsburgh and the administrators
of the i. D. Public Schools. First was the fact that the school's
population was small, only 630 studentsf Second was the'facrethat
the school had a history of being one of the few stable institutions
in the community. And there was the fact that its staff bad already
demonstrated it was in the process of recognizing and responding to
the special needs' of its studentS with the resources at its disposal
at the tine.

. For example, school staff, parents, community members and students
had already had a good deal of experience sharing ideas, planning to-,
gether, and building bonds ofesutual respect, through the Garnetc%, °

Phtterse;# Open Communication Project. This was an EPDA funded pr gran
deg; geed to establish more do lines of communication throughout the
school and community.

Q
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Consequently, when the ps6enality of'dev6lop ng a _in-seiice
tyaning proF,ra7J, was shared,with staff and cotmunity, interest was high.

.4. ' It lb ilmtant N, crate that the%responsibility for aveloping t proposal%
. was sh9red allo.,.t'u=eliateli anong all partivipants.4 This was done singe. ,

-one of the cry eiai iearnings a; Varnet4atterson had:beeA that an,
..open plInning nFacos at the beginnihD of any endeavor was essential

ff there vlas 44 s,eflous
iptereA iatpro3uring,a succeNsfu/ cind vlean

gtulil program because the or-.17.uni-ty was 'one i4here he had_ .always
Ewen a trk2endc)us i,-,b4, Vetwew1,kontes and yesu/t1,.

, .", 1 t

PM. KC Oanfung ce2Attee, t4eL, consisted of methers of the
Onsadinistratave staff, tekliees, counselor and_the director o

pupa.) 1],oniiiellenter..1kThese
individualsein conultation °.a an adviory ol-Tattee of parents;' otudents; other teachers, comqnitynp77-erand reproentataves of the Unaversiq of Pittsburgh's Counselor

EJ,azion PLTAment; dew aped a one year ptojeut proposal... This pro-.

pa -sal v4iThph tiara s sOsquent,ty
accepted, funded, ai continued for atyptal'thriv Kars, w i'a._,6cd op the following objectives, which reflected toopel. of the nee & of 6arnetAatterson's

sekoVieot=unitf and ,thegoaT. of the lq-nver%'ily of P ttsbtardes trainini mandate.

Eak7:. Orlet-Mtterson-Juntorddigh'School
liwaaingful to the students, to tbe parelv and to
the co..: j.a7d it7 which it sery e

Io\wing ehange.4-h7ough try i p n sb pupil
personnel sphcialists and other staff menbers

fmnetion as.a..tean as order to raximize the
effects of45upp!iftArvices.and elipinate
dmpiication of 'or.ts.

3. To afifc-,ct 'ecnIA.,tion of tenfon rising fio
nisunderstanding%If the r4le of support 5.ervices,
tip th1e chool envirenment.

To ask,;at in Tecruiting aml traa- school-
staf f7embers, comnunity groups -and school
plated specialists for effective organiza-
tional change.

a

assfst per5on internallza4g a Support
Services Concept uhieh places emphasis''on
h*el.pqw student5 to Feet their needs in order
to enh4ncelheiv fearning experience.,

ac heap inpri.re the quality of education anong
/ou-aehieving students, and hop'`-'=

folly, contribut.eto the attainmnf
11000i010 acadeic succeS.

P
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The remainder of this artic wilt Provide a description of the '

strategies employed by the participants to achieve these goals. through-
out planning and implementation, University of Pittsburgh Counselor
Lducation faculty members .were utilized as consultants and provided

'pinweing..and.yrainingoekills. .

't- .

1ALlem_LeflLepntatiorosal Activities
.

The.participants A the Pupil Personnel Satellite Training Programs
over the three years. the program was' in operation included classroom
teachers; counselors, the librarian, pupil personnel workers, and
administrators. Strategies ftr training, therefore, MtecolL to relate to
the in4ividual needs of this diverse group, and still conform to the
basic model which related to the deeds of the students of Garnet-

. School. Bach'ef the components evolved according
to changing needs ut some basic structures were intact. These included
seminars, practica, accredited courses, and "retreats." /

4

'HowaVd University agreed to provide graduate training foi-the4 -

participan;s through a series of seminars and accredited courses giiYen- --
on. the field site. .Coure material was developed througlecontinuous
feedback pith participants, and consistently had a practicum component

I

which wa Id relate directly 'to programmatic issues in the schoPl. The
esignific,nce of this component lies in the fact that it involved a
partners' ip relationship between aUniversity and a public school
staff. toward provided staff, colisultation time, and training expertise.
Garnet-Patterson provided a laboratory for Howard's interns and faculty.
Ltt provided an opportunity for the reality testing of Howard'g training
procedures and its colimitmentsetb community /school education. a

,-,

I

106.

The practicum. aspect of these seminars provided oppprtunitiekfOr
groups-of professionals ono had previously:worked side by-side but not
necessarily together to plan as s-a team for the -economicat, 'social and
eduttational needs 9f student's. Basically, the participarkspractIced
being specialists in relating to student needs. For example, Dr.
Elizabeth Abramowitz of Howard University presented,a seminar in
"IsMie5 in Humanistic Education." Following that input, #articipants,
with the assistance of Howard staff, related theoretical concepts to
practical application through the development pf learning packets that
;related individualized instruction to students.

Another basic traihing conetruct in the PPS training program was
"Retreat.' "" At various times during the school year, groups of

-

Z/churl staff, students, parents and community representatives woul
spend a' weekond together fdr the purpose di buildingecommunity. TheMes
that arose at these retreats included recognizing the relationShip.
betwdenthe individual's lifestyle and the educational melieu within
which sane operated, and developing strategies for humanizing living -

and learningcat3Garnet Patterson.. Over the three year course of the
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program, consultantg from Florida, Howard University and the, University
df Pittsburgh and fro the Garnet efaff engaged in the process of training
participants .10 recognize and,useeheir innate potentia.U.to relate tp
others accordeog to needs rather then :roles.

Reteats, also served as a training melicu for teachers and parents
who then nducted a series of 6-8 "Buze'Sessions with a yearly total
of 3.50ee/Cgents in grouTe.f.10°. -3tpse group explored issues of
commdeactioel, feelings and .rola _relationships in an open and non-
threatening .-eosphere. As a reght of these "Buzz Sessions," the
theories and techniques which facilitate'working groups were utilized
by trhinees in a laboratory atmosphere and learnings were easily related 4
to increased understanding of students' individual and group needs withe
in a classroom.

The space for translation of participants leanings into.facilitative
responses to .student needs was provided in a series of Instructional
'Skillec.Workshops. It was in the course of these workshops that
participants experienced planning together across role's to meet student
needs by developing programs which could be integrated into the daily
life of the school.

*63

Dissemination

Part of the mandate from ,the University of Pittsbegh to satellite
participants was to attemptto develoviodels for the training of the PPS.
Worker and to inform the larger 40160 .community of the activities of the,
PPS Program. .Toward that ei14, the;Garnet-Oatterson project orgaeized
a monthlyelemsletter which was disseminated-through the University
and public school cemmunity. The newsletter highlighted current news
from other satellites training projects, general news of signifenige
in the garnet-Patterson School Community, and such special PPS:prd5ect
assignments as the Open Action Center which attempted to respond :to
students" needs outside of the classroom. Other dissemination mechanisms
included conferences, hosted tiy.Garnet-Patterson and with reOesentation
from other satellites, University pf%Pittsburgh consultantseandeD. C.
Public School personnel.

Cutcames

The major outcomes of the Garnet-Patterson Pupil Personnel Satellite -'-,
are threefold. First, it gave the University ofPittsburghland,HoWard
ilhiiersity the opportunity to provide training expertise directly to
professionils-working-and serugglihg.,to provide quality education to
studeuts on a daily basis. In that relationship a model of partner'-
ship was developed in which alhcompouenets functioned with respect
and effectiveness. Second it)Provided for opportunity for professionaT
adinincement for some participdnts. Four have been given, the opportunity
for increased eddbatioli, at the University of Pittsburgh in the Masters
or Doctoral programs in Counselor Education. Others. were stimulated
to pursue Masters degrees at Howard University. And m. number were
promoted within the Public School system, partly ie recognition of
their'nmskills.

%;
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The third.outcome'of the Project training is less easily documented.
It is related to the impact trained partisipants have made on the lives
of the parents and children of the Garnet-Patterson community. No one
expects,a school to supply all the needs of a community. But certainly,
the continuing respect and affection which Garnet-Patterson students
feel for staff members is related to the fact that the staff, through
its emphasis on developing prdfessionals with human as well as academic
skills, attempts at the very least to meets its constituents at a.
direct and human level.

o

The commitment to human relationships is a key to the training
_Af Pupil Persolinel Specialists. And it collie's at a time when most formal

educational institutions are, suspected of being instruments that hinder
human learning, rather.than enhancing it. ,L

L.1
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TSRIALS DEVELaED VOA DISSEMINATION'

*;; *MONOGRAMS

an, Nancy, ft Gross,i Susan. The lraininT of Educational Personnel in
Mressive Educat'on. A_Continuation,of the Northeastern SPDAW
Center-Satellite lissemination Project OEG-070-2021, Washington, D.C.,
United States Office of Education, 1975.

/

Hughey, Andrew, ft Peip,rass, Eileen. On the Necessity for Trainilg_Counselors
in Nonverbal Behav or.- A Continuation Project of,the Northeastern
MAWS Center-Satellite Dissemination Project OEG-070-2021, Washington,
D.C., United States Office.of Education, 1975. ,

.

Samuels, Charlene, & Hu hes, Sean, & Malley, Patrick.
. The Creation of

Simulation,Exercises'to Train Group Leaders. A Continuation of the
Northeastern EPDA PPS Center-Satellite Dissemination Project
OG-070-12021, WaShington, D.C., United States Officeeof Education, 1975.

,

.Scott, Judith. (Ed.)
,AMoi"iogralp_iortervisoilTrainirrhe Helng

Professions. A Continuation of the Northeastern EPDA/PPS Center-Satellite
Dissemination Project ,0110-070-2021, Washington, D.C., United Siates
Office of Education, 1975.
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Other Resources

Pitch, Jon, "Malley, Patrick B.-,_and Sdott, Judith A. SimUlations for
inin Counseling Supervisors: A Stimulus Film: A Continuation,

of the Nort caste enter-Satellite Disseiknation
Project OEG-070-2021, Washington, D.C., United Statei Office
of Education, 1975.

This is a video-tape of eight typical problematic situations
which counseling supervisors could expect to encounter. The
vignettes were designed to elicit supervisor's affect and
ITsponses around supervision issues of trust, adequacy,
expression of feeling, termination and eValuation.

Fitch, JO, Malley, PatriCk B. and Scott, Judi 1.A. A Leader's Guide
'to Simulations for Trainin Counsel'n S rvisors: A Continuation
of the Nort eastern gPDA PPS Center- Satell. to Dissemination Project

0EG-070-2021, Washington, D.C., United States Of4ce of Education;
1975.

hJ

This leader's manual presents,an outline of the use of simulation
materials-in training_counseling supervisors and an overview of.,
a training model: 'EaCh of eight Vignettes are described, followed
by suggested activities ,and directed discussitn on the issues
portrayed in theysiallus

Heckel; William H., Malley,'Patria!B., Scott,'judith A., Spice, Gordon
C. Triadic Su ervision: -A'Trainin Film: A Continuation of the
Northeastern EPD ?PS Center-Sat011i e Dissemination Projeet /

OEG-070-2021 WashingtOn, D.C., United Stites Office of EduCation,
1975.

4
4

0

A This video -tape is a 2S minute demonstration of a Triadic Supervision
session.

'

Spice, Gordon, C.,A.Leader'a Guide to the 1111!ticAo2LI:
A Continuation of Northeastern EPDA/PPS Centerlattllite Dissemination
Project OEG470-2021:.Washington, D.C.., United Sta,tes-Office of
Education, 1975:

k
.

This leadees guide provides an explication of the Triadic tiodel of
Supervision. Its also provides suggested training activities for
preparing counselors to function in the-.roles of commentator,
`,facilitator and counselor -as required bAthe model. ,
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4,

Samuels, Charelle Sal.. Hughes, Sean and Maller,,Patrick-OP,, Simulation
Exercises to TrAln Groun Leaders. A Continuation of theNortHeastern
EPDA /PPS CenteraSatellite Dissemination Project OEG-,070-2021
Washington,'D.C Uhited,States pffice of Education, 1975.

This video-tape presents simulatiOns of a personal growth group.
Each vignette is.an exeMplication ofiOecific issues found to-
be manifested consistently in groups;. There are ten different
vignettes. There is nO'leader shown as participants are to
imagine they are in fact rek4dingthe group. Specific instructions
for conducting the'dialogue.aft each simulation. are found in
the body of the manual.

a

1, * TSamuels; Charelle M Hughes, Sean and Malley, Patrick B. Siiulation *4
Exercises to' Train Group Leaders: A Leaders Manual, A Omtiiiiiition
of the Northeastern EPDA/PPS Center-Satellite Dissemjnation Project
OEG-070-2021 WasHington, D.C., United States Office of Education,
1975. 1..,,, q

is
, j

,.
4

E man, Nancy and Becker, Margaret P. Clinical Staffing in,Counselor
Education. A Continnation,of the Northeastern EPOA/PPS Center.
Satellite Dissemination Project OEG-070-2021 Washington, W.C.,
United States. Office of'Education,N1975.

-This video-tape contains excerA from three different kinds of
staffings, held at tbellniversity.of Pittsburgh, Counselor'
Education Program, First, Mere are excerpts from the initial
diagnostic Masters stuffings /'held atthe end of the first ten
weeks of work. Second,.there are transitionat sta#fings, held
near the end of the M.E. period. These staffings emphasize'an
analysis of each student's level of integration of learning and
skins, and conclude with' a judgment as to whether the student

.

has attained the competencies necessary for completion of the
nrogram and State Certification. The third type of excerpts
are'from, doctoral staffings, which'are held for fulLtime students /
after the completion of the first tiro trimesters. The piocess

ihere is generally a more intensively analytical one, and a major
judgment to be made here is whether the student should be
recommended to a.competency committee with whom he and his advisor
will develop an individual' plan of study contractscfor completion
of doctoral requirements.
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